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CALL TO ORDER

The Senate was called to order by President Passidomo at 10:00 a.m.
A quorum present—39:

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Excused: Senator Jones

PRAYER

The following prayer was offered by Dr. Barry Sproles, FSU Baptist
Collegiate Ministry, Tallahassee:

Mighty God, we humbly come before you as the source of all life,
purpose, and meaning. Our desire this morning is to acknowledge our
need for your providential care over this great state and its citizens. We
ask for your divine protection over this Senate body and their families.

You have blessed us with abundant resources and the prospect of an
even brighter tomorrow, and for this, we are thankful. Give this body
the wisdom to steward well the great responsibility entrusted to them
by the people of this great state. May this body continue to lead and
serve in the way you have modeled for us by placing their neighbor’s
needs as more significant than their own. We ask that they understand
you have placed them in this important role of service, and you tell us
that if we will ask you for wisdom, it will be provided in abundance.

In moments of difficulty and uncertainty, may we look to our Creator
and Sustainer who never changes, and may we not grow weary in doing
well. O God, please hear our prayer. Amen.

PLEDGE

Senate Pages, Stella Hamann of Miami; Katelin Price of Jacksonville;
and Dominic Vovchuk of Bonifay, led the Senate in the Pledge of Alle-
giance to the flag of the United States of America.

DOCTOR OF THE DAY

The President recognized Dr. Bridget Highet of New Smyrna, spon-
sored by Senator Wright, as the doctor of the day. Dr. Highet specializes
in hospice, palliative, and emergency medicine.

By direction of the President, there being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to—

SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR

SB 7058—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Internal Revenue
Code; amending s. 220.03, F.S.; revising the date of adoption of the
Internal Revenue Code and other federal income tax statutes for pur-
poses of the state corporate income tax; providing retroactive operation;
providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Ingoglia,
by two-thirds vote, SB 7058 was read the third time by title, passed,
and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 676—A bill to be entitled An act relating to level 2 back-
ground screenings; amending s. 435.02, F.S.; providing definitions;
amending s. 435.04, F.S.; expanding authorized records that may be
checked during a level 2 background screening; adding additional dis-
qualifying offenses to level 2 background screening requirements; re-
moving obsolete language; amending s. 435.12, F.S.; authorizing certain
qualified entities to participate in the Care Provider Background
Screening Clearinghouse beginning on a specified date; requiring the
Agency for Health Care Administration to perform certain actions be-
ginning on a specified date; requiring the clearinghouse to share elig-
ibility determinations with certain entities; revising the timeframe for
certain reporting requirements; revising deadlines for rescreening cer-
tain employees; removing obsolete language; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending s. 943.0438, F.S.; revising the de-
finition of the term “athletic coach”; requiring level 2, instead of level 1,
background screenings for current and prospective athletic coaches;
providing timeframes for independent sanctioning authorities to dis-
qualify certain persons from acting as an athletic coach for certain
reasons; requiring independent sanctioning authorities to participate in
a specified system; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 943.05, F.S.; expanding the agencies and entities which
may use the Criminal Justice Information Program; requiring the
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program to develop, for federal approval, a specified method for iden-
tifying or verifying an individual; amending s. 943.0542, F.S.; requiring
qualified entities to initiate background criminal history checks
through the Department of Law Enforcement or the clearinghouse be-
ginning on a specified date; providing requirements for qualified enti-
ties initiating criminal history checks through the clearinghouse; pro-
viding requirements for the clearinghouse; revising standards for
determinations of whether a criminal history record shows certain in-
formation; requiring the agency to make certain determinations re-
garding the eligibility of certain employees or volunteers beginning on a
specified date; amending s. 1012.315, F.S.; revising screening require-
ments for specified individuals; requiring the agency to make certain
determinations regarding the eligibility of certain employees beginning
on a specified date; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 1012.467, F.S.; requiring the agency to make certain de-
terminations regarding the eligibility of certain noninstructional con-
tractors beginning on a specified date; amending s. 1012.56, F.S.; re-
quiring the records of a person applying for educator certification to be
referred to the agency beginning on a specified date; requiring back-
ground screening results to be submitted to the clearinghouse by a
specified date; reenacting ss. 1001.10, 1001.42, 1001.51, 1002.33,
1002.333, 1002.421, 1012.32, 1012.56, 1012.795, and 1012.796, F.S., to
incorporate the amendments made by this act to s. 1012.315, F.S., in
references thereto; reenacting s. 1012.468, F.S., to incorporate the
amendments made by this act to s. 1012.467, F.S., in a reference
thereto; providing an appropriation; requiring that certain provisions be
implemented by the later of a specified date or a date determined by the
agency; providing effective dates.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Grall, by
two-thirds vote, CS for SB 676 was read the third time by title, passed,
and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 180—A bill to be entitled An act relating to regulation of
securities; reordering and amending s. 517.021, F.S.; requiring the Fi-
nancial Services Commission to define the term “accredited investor” by
rule; revising definitions; amending s. 517.072, F.S.; authorizing the
commission to adopt certain rules relating to viatical settlement in-
vestments; making technical changes; amending s. 517.081, F.S.; re-
vising requirements for the registration of securities; revising applica-
tion fees for certain securities registrations; requiring the Office of
Financial Regulation to deem an application abandoned under certain
circumstances; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 517.082, F.S.; making technical changes; requiring the
office to deem an application for registration by notification abandoned
under certain circumstances; amending s. 517.111, F.S.; revising
grounds on which the office may revoke, suspend, or deny the regis-
tration of securities; specifying the office’s powers in investigations of
issuers; revising the methods by which the office may enter an order
suspending an issuer’s right to sell securities; amending s. 517.12, F.S.;
revising applicability of registration requirements; revising require-
ments for applying for registration as a dealer, an associated person of a
dealer, or an investment adviser; conforming a cross-reference and
provisions to changes made by the act; making technical changes;
creating s. 517.1214, F.S.; defining terms; specifying continuing edu-
cation requirements for associated persons of investment advisers and
federal covered advisers; providing that certain education credits satisfy

such requirements if certain conditions are met; prohibiting associated
persons from carrying forward credits to subsequent reporting periods;
specifying a restriction on associated persons who fail to meet such
requirements; specifying requirements for certain previously registered
associated persons; amending s. 517.1217, F.S.; authorizing the com-
mission to establish rules of conduct and prohibited business practices
for intermediaries; amending s. 517.161, F.S.; revising grounds on
which the office may deny, revoke, restrict, or suspend registrations of
dealers, investment advisers, intermediaries, and associated persons;
providing causes for denial of applications or revocation of registrations
of certain entities and persons under certain circumstances; repealing s.
517.181, F.S., relating to escrow agreements; amending s. 517.201, F.S.;
conforming a provision to changes made by the act; amending s.
921.0022, F.S.; revising applicability of a criminal penalty for certain
registration violations; amending s. 517.1215, F.S.; making technical
changes; amending ss. 517.061, 517.0611, 517.075, 517.131, 517.211,
517.315, 626.9911, and 744.351, F.S.; conforming cross-references and
making technical changes; amending s. 517.1205, F.S.; revising legis-
lative intent; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator Gruters moved the following amendment which was adopted:

Amendment 1 (511822) (with directory and title amend-
ments)—Between lines 972 and 973 insert:

(22)(a) As used in this subsection, the term:

1. “Advisory affiliate” has the same meaning as in the Glossary of
Terms to Form ADV, the uniform application for investment adviser
registration, 17 C.F.R. s. 279.1.

2. “Exempt reporting adviser” has the same meaning as in the
Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, the uniform application for investment
adviser registration, 17 C.F.R. s. 279.1.

3. “Private fund adviser” means an investment adviser who provides
advice to solely one or more qualifying private funds.

4. “Qualifying private fund” means:

a. A private fund that meets the definition of the term “qualifying
private fund” in the Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 203(m)-
1, 17 C.F.R. s. 275.203(m)-1;

b. A private fund that meets the definition of the term “venture ca-
pital fund” in the Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 203(l)-1, 17
C.F.R. s. 275.203(l)-1; or

c. A “venture capital operating company” as defined in 29 C.F.R. s.
2510.3-101(d) adopted by the United States Department of Labor under
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

5. “3(c)(1) fund” means a qualifying private fund that is eligible for
the exclusion from the definition of the term “investment company” under
s. 3(c)(1) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. s. 80a-3(c)(1),
as amended.

(b) Subject to the additional requirements of paragraph (c), a private
fund adviser is exempt from the registration requirements of this section
if the private fund adviser satisfies the following conditions:

1. Neither the private fund adviser nor any of its advisory affiliates
are subject to an event that would disqualify an issuer under Securities
and Exchange Commission Rule 506(d)(1) of Regulation D, 17 C.F.R. s.
230.506(d)(1); and

2. The private fund adviser files with the office each report and
amendment thereto that an exempt reporting adviser is required to file
with the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to the Securities
and Exchange Commission Rule 204-4, 17 C.F.R. s. 275.204-4.

(c) In order to qualify for the exemption from the registration re-
quirements of this section, a private fund adviser who advises at least
one (3)(c)(1) fund that is not a venture capital fund shall, in addition to
satisfying the conditions specified in subparagraphs (b)1. and 2., comply
with the following requirements:
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1. The private fund adviser shall advise only those 3(c)(1) funds,
other than venture capital funds, whose outstanding securities, other
than short-term paper, are beneficially owned entirely by accredited in-
vestors; and

2. At the time of purchase, the private fund adviser shall disclose the
following in writing to each beneficial owner of a 3(c)(1) fund that is not
a venture capital fund:

a. All services, if any, to be provided to individual beneficial owners;

b. All duties, if any, the investment adviser owes to the beneficial
owners; and

c. Any other material information affecting the rights or responsi-
bilities of the beneficial owners.

(d) If a private fund adviser is registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the adviser is not eligible for the exemption from
the registration requirements of this section and shall comply with the
notice filing requirements applicable to federal covered advisers in s.
517.1201.

(e) A person is exempt from the registration requirements of this
section if the person is employed by or associated with an investment
adviser that is exempt from registration and does not otherwise act as an
associated person of an investment adviser or federal covered adviser.

(f) The report filings and the amendments thereto described in sub-
paragraph (b)2. shall be made electronically through the Investment
Adviser Registration Depository of the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority. A report is deemed filed with the office when the report has
been filed and accepted by the depository on the office’s behalf.

And the directory clause is amended as follows:

Delete lines 707-711 and insert:

(21), respectively, subsection (1), present subsections (2) and (3), para-
graph (b) of present subsection (6), present subsections (7) and (11),
paragraph (b) of present subsection (15), and present subsections (20)
and (21) of that section are amended, and a new subsection (22) is added
to that section, to read:

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete line 29 and insert: made by the act; making technical chan-
ges; providing definitions; providing exemptions from registration re-
quirements for private fund advisers under certain conditions; provid-
ing exceptions; providing requirements for certain private fund
advisers; providing reporting requirements; creating s.

On motion by Senator Gruters, by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 180, as
amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered engrossed,
and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 376—A bill to be entitled An act relating to au-
tomatic sealing of criminal history records and making confidential and

exempt related court records; amending s. 943.0595, F.S.; requiring a
clerk of the court to automatically keep confidential and exempt court
records related to certain criminal history records that meet specified
criteria; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; providing an
effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Burgess,
by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 376 was read the third time by
title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 312—A bill to be entitled An act relating to in-
surance; amending s. 626.7851, F.S.; revising a minimum coursework
qualification for licensure as a life agent; amending s. 626.9541, F.S.;
providing that certain restrictions against unfair discrimination or
unlawful rebates do not include value-added products or services offered
or provided by life or health insurers or by life or health agents if certain
conditions are met; providing requirements for and restrictions on such
insurers or agents offering or providing such products or services; au-
thorizing such insurers or agents to provide such products or services as
part of a pilot or testing program under certain circumstances; au-
thorizing the Financial Services Commission to adopt rules; providing
an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Collins, by
two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 312 was read the third time by title,
passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1540—A bill to be entitled An act relating to elder abuse
and vulnerable adult abuse fatality review teams; amending s.
415.1103, F.S.; authorizing the establishment of elder abuse and vul-
nerable adult abuse fatality review teams in certain areas and for cer-
tain purposes; authorizing certain persons and entities to initiate a
review team; defining the term “vulnerable adult”; requiring certain
representatives to be active participants on a review team; revising
review team membership; removing provisions relating to state attor-
ney requirements; authorizing a review team to determine the number
and types of incidents to review; requiring members of a review team to
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sign a confidentiality agreement; creating a criminal penalty; requiring
confidentiality agreements to reference such criminal penalty; author-
izing continuance for review teams in existence on a certain date; re-
vising review team requirements to conform to changes made by the act;
modifying a prohibition against contacting, interviewing, or obtaining
information from the family of a victim; expanding immunity from
monetary liability to certain persons; providing construction; providing
that oral and written communications, information, and records ac-
quired by a review team are not subject to disclosure, discovery, or
introduction into evidence in certain proceedings under certain cir-
cumstances; specifying that provisions of law relating to a waiver of
sovereign immunity still apply; providing that a person who attends a
meeting or other authorized activities of a review team may not testify
in certain proceedings; providing exceptions and construction; providing
an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Garcia, by
two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1540 was read the third time by title, pas-
sed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1542—A bill to be entitled An act relating to public records
and public meetings; amending s. 415.1103, F.S.; specifying that in-
formation obtained by an elder abuse or vulnerable adult abuse fatality
review team which is exempt or confidential and exempt from public
records requirements retains its protected status; providing an ex-
emption from public records requirements for personal identifying in-
formation of an abuse victim and other specified information contained
in records held by a review team; providing an exemption from public
meetings requirements for portions of review team meetings during
which certain exempt or confidential and exempt information is dis-
cussed; providing for future legislative review and repeal of the ex-
emption; providing statements of public necessity; providing an effec-
tive date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Garcia, by
two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1542 was read the third time by title, passed
by the required constitutional two-thirds vote of the members present
and voting, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Consideration of CS for CS for SB 464 was deferred.

CS for SB 836—A bill to be entitled An act relating to theft from
nonprofit organizations; creating s. 812.0146, F.S.; providing for the
reclassification of certain theft offenses of specified amounts from
nonprofit organizations; requiring restitution and community service
for certain violations; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Powell, by
two-thirds vote, CS for SB 836 was read the third time by title, passed,
and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Consideration of CS for CS for SB 950 was deferred.

CS for CS for CS for SB 1064—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to trauma screening for children removed from caregivers; amending s.
39.523, F.S.; revising legislative findings; requiring the Department of
Children and Families or community-based care lead agency to conduct
a trauma screening after a child’s removal from his or her home within a
certain timeframe; requiring the department or community-based care
lead agency to refer the child for a trauma assessment, if indicated
appropriate or necessary by the screening, within a certain timeframe;
requiring the department or community-based lead agency to refer the
child to services and intervention, as needed; requiring that the trauma
screening, assessment, and services and intervention be integrated into
the child’s overall treatment planning and services; requiring the de-
partment or the community-based care lead agency to provide certain
information and support for a specified purpose; providing an effective
date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Yarbor-
ough, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for CS for SB 1064 was read the
third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote on
passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None
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CS for SB 1154—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Labor
Pool Act; amending s. 448.24, F.S.; providing that a labor pool satisfies
certain requirements if its facilities meet the minimum requirements in
the Florida Building Code and any local amendments thereto; author-
izing labor pools to provide drinking water through certain alternative
means; amending s. 448.25, F.S.; requiring an aggrieved worker to
provide specified notice to a labor pool before bringing a civil action;
authorizing a labor pool to cure alleged violations in a specified manner;
requiring that a civil action be brought within a certain time period;
providing exclusive remedies; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Perry, by
two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1154 was read the third time by title, pas-
sed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 1310—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
substitution of work experience for postsecondary education require-
ments; providing a short title; amending s. 112.219, F.S.; removing
obsolete language; defining terms; providing that a postsecondary de-
gree may be a baseline requirement for employment with a public em-
ployer only under a certain circumstance; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending s. 287.057, F.S.; authorizing an
agency to substitute certain work experience for postsecondary educa-
tion requirements for a person seeking to enter into a contract with the
agency under certain circumstances; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator DiCeglie,
by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 1310 was read the third time by
title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 1338—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
massage establishments; amending s. 456.074, F.S.; authorizing the
Department of Health to immediately suspend the license of massage
therapists and massage establishments if the massage therapist or
certain individuals connected to the massage establishment are ar-
rested for, convicted or found guilty of, or enter criminal pleas to spec-
ified violations; amending s. 480.033, F.S.; providing and revising de-

finitions; amending s. 480.035, F.S.; revising quorum requirements for
the Board of Massage Therapy; amending s. 480.039, F.S.; authorizing
specified enforcement officers to perform inspections and investigations
of massage establishments for specified purposes; requiring code en-
forcement officers, and authorizing law enforcement officers, to submit
affidavits with specified photos and other evidence and documentation
to the department within a specified timeframe; requiring certain law
enforcement agencies to notify the department within a specified
timeframe after discovering certain violations by a massage therapist or
massage establishment; requiring the department to inspect a massage
establishment within a specified timeframe for specified violations and
to initiate disciplinary proceedings if violations are discovered;
amending s. 480.043, F.S.; revising certain rules the board is required to
adopt; revising the timeframe in which massage establishment owners
must report specified information to the department; prohibiting sexual
activity and certain devices in massage establishments; specifying
prohibited conduct by massage establishment owners and employees;
providing requirements for outside windows and signs in massage es-
tablishments; providing exceptions; providing employee dress code re-
quirements; requiring establishments to maintain certain employment
records in English or Spanish; requiring that specified information be
recorded before an employee may provide services or treatment; re-
quiring massage establishments to conspicuously display a photo and
specified information for each employee; requiring that such photos and
information be displayed before an employee may provide services or
treatment; providing for such requirements in massage establishments
within public lodging establishments; requiring massage establish-
ments to maintain customer and patient records for services and
treatment provided in the massage establishment in English or Span-
ish; providing that medical records satisfy this requirement if they
contain specified information; requiring massage establishments to
maintain such records for a specified timeframe; requiring massage
establishments to collect and record specified information and confirm
the identification of a customer or patient before providing services or
treatment; amending s. 480.0465, F.S.; revising advertising require-
ments for massage therapists and massage establishments; amending s.
480.0475, F.S.; revising hours during which a massage establishment
may operate; requiring that all customer and patient services and
treatment be performed within specified hours; prohibiting establish-
ments from sheltering or harboring, or being used as sleeping quarters
for, any person; providing criminal penalties; amending s. 480.0485,
F.S.; specifying additional conduct that constitutes sexual misconduct
in the practice of massage therapy; amending s. 480.0535, F.S.; re-
quiring department investigators to request valid government identifi-
cation from all employees while in a massage establishment; specifying
additional documents a person operating a massage establishment
must immediately present, upon request, to department investigators
and law enforcement officers; requiring the department to notify a
federal immigration office if specified persons fail to provide valid gov-
ernment identification; amending s. 847.001, F.S.; revising the defini-
tions of the terms “adult entertainment establishment” and “unlicensed
massage establishment” for purposes of certain criminal conduct; pro-
viding an appropriation; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Martin, by
two-thirds vote,CS for CS for SB 1338 was read the third time by title,
passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None
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CS for CS for SB 1386—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
Florida School for Competitive Academics; amending s. 1000.04, F.S.;
revising the components of the delivery of public education within the
Florida Early Learning-20 education system to include the Florida
School for Competitive Academics; creating s. 1002.351, F.S.; providing
for the establishment of the Florida School for Competitive Academics;
providing for the purpose and mission of the school; requiring that the
school be included in the school choice online portal and that the portal
include information to assist parents who wish their children to be
considered for admission; providing for the appointment of the board of
trustees; requiring the board members to serve without compensation,
but authorizing them to be reimbursed for certain expenses; providing
sovereign immunity to the board of trustees; prescribing the powers and
duties of the board of trustees; specifying the board’s duties regarding
the maintenance of student and employee records; providing require-
ments regarding background screening of school personnel; specifying
duties of the board regarding personnel; providing for funding of the
school; requiring the Auditor General to conduct audits of the school’s
accounts and records; authorizing the Department of Education’s Office
of Inspector General to conduct investigations, as appropriate; ex-
empting the school from specified requirements in the Florida Early
Learning-20 Education Code; providing exceptions; specifying applica-
bility of certain provisions of law; creating s. 1011.58, F.S.; prescribing
procedures for the school’s submittal of legislative budget requests;
requiring the school to submit an implementation plan to the Depart-
ment of Education; requiring the Commissioner of Education to include
the school in the department’s legislative budget request, subject to
specified conditions; requiring the school to submit its fixed capital
outlay request to the department; creating s. 1011.59, F.S.; prescribing
procedures and requirements governing the request and the appro-
priation of funds for the operation of the school; requiring the board of
trustees to develop an annual operating budget; requiring the Chief
Financial Officer to transfer or reallocate funds if certain conditions are
met; requiring the board to establish authorized positions within funds
appropriated to the school; requiring the carry forward of any un-
expended funds; amending s. 11.45, F.S.; revising the duties of the
Auditor General to conform to changes made by the act; amending s.
216.251, F.S.; specifying the manner of setting salaries for positions
within the school; amending s. 447.203, F.S.; revising the definition of
the terms “public employer” or “employer” to include the school for
purposes of part II of ch. 447, F.S.; making technical changes; amending
s. 1001.20, F.S.; revising the powers of the department’s Office of In-
spector General to conform to changes made by the act; providing a
directive to the Division of Law Revision; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Perry, by
two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 1386was read the third time by title,
passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 902—A bill to be entitled An act relating to safety
standards for amusement rides; providing a short title; amending s.
616.242, F.S.; defining and redefining terms; requiring permanent
amusement rides operated for the first time in this state after a speci-
fied date to have a ride commissioning and certification report on file
with the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services within a
specified timeframe; revising the application requirements for perma-
nent and temporary amusement ride permits; exempting from permit

requirements temporary amusement rides that meet certain conditions;
revising the annual nondestructive testing requirements for amuse-
ment rides; requiring nonvisual nondestructive testing to be used in
certain circumstances; revising the affidavit requirements for non-
destructive testing; requiring the department to remove an amusement
ride from service and take appropriate administrative actions under
certain circumstances; removing an exemption for temporary amuse-
ment ride inspections; authorizing the department to conduct certain
inspections upon request; revising amusement ride inspection stan-
dards; revising the reasons for which the department is authorized to
enter and inspect amusement rides; requiring the department to pre-
pare a written report of each investigation it conducts; revising the
circumstances under which the owner or manager of an amusement ride
is required to report an accident and under which the department may
impound an amusement ride involved in an accident; requiring daily
owner or manager amusement ride inspections to be recorded at the
time of inspection; requiring the department to establish by rule mini-
mum amusement ride training and retraining standards; revising
training requirements; revising circumstances under which an amuse-
ment ride may be considered an immediate serious danger to the public;
providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator Thompson moved the following amendments which were
adopted:

Amendment 1 (872850)—Delete line 215 and insert:
conformance with all applicable service life requirements specified by the
manufacturer.

Amendment 2 (505472)—Delete lines 300-303 and insert:

(d) Upon request, the owner or manager of an amusement ride must
demonstrate patron-loading procedures and must provide the proper
positioning and measurements related to patron safety restraint systems,
as established by the manufacturer of the amusement ride or by a pro-
fessional engineer or qualified inspector.

Amendment 3 (726118)—Delete lines 326-331 and insert:
at the patron entrance of each amusement ride. If the amusement ride
manual does not include rider restrictions related to age, size, health, or
weight, the department may require the owner or manager to provide
documentation from the amusement ride manufacturer, a licensed pro-
fessional engineer, or a qualified inspector confirming that no such re-
strictions exist.

On motion by Senator Thompson, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for
SB 902, as amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed, and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 904—A bill to be entitled An act relating to public records;
amending s. 616.242, F.S.; providing an exemption from public records
requirements for all investigatory records made or received by the De-
partment of Agriculture and Consumer Services pursuant to an active
amusement ride investigation for a specified timeframe; providing for
future legislative review and repeal of the exemption; providing a
statement of public necessity; providing a contingent effective date.
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—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Thompson,
by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 904 was read the third time by title,
passed by the required constitutional two-thirds vote of the members
present and voting, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—37

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Perry
Pizzo

Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Mayfield

Consideration of CS for CS for SB 1570 was deferred.

CS for CS for CS for SB 1418—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to emergency communications; amending s. 365.172, F.S.; revising the
short title; revising legislative intent; revising and providing defini-
tions; renaming the E911 Board as the Emergency Communications
Board; providing the purpose of the board; revising the composition of
the board; establishing board responsibilities; requiring the board to
administer fees; authorizing the board to create subcommittees; au-
thorizing the board to establish schedules for implementing certain
NG911 systems and improvements; establishing notice and publication
requirements before distribution of grant funds; providing for priority of
county applications for funds; requiring board oversight of such funds;
eliminating certain authority of the board; providing for the board’s
authority to implement changes to the allocation percentages and ad-
just fees; revising the frequency of board meetings; specifying that the
Division of Telecommunications within the Department of Management
Services must disburse funds to counties and provide a monthly report
of such disbursements; revising the composition of a committee that
reviews requests for proposals from the board regarding independent
accounting firm selections; revising provisions relating to the public
safety emergency communications systems fee; requiring uniform ap-
plication and imposition of the fee; revising the factors that the board
considers when setting percentages or contemplating adjustments to
the fee; updating provisions relating to the prepaid wireless public
safety emergency communications systems fee; revising emergency
communications and 911 service functions; revising the types of emer-
gency communications equipment and services that are eligible for ex-
penditure of moneys derived from the fee; making technical changes;
requiring that decisions regarding expenditures for large-scale projects
be made in cooperation with specified individuals; conforming cross-
references; amending s. 365.173, F.S.; renaming the Communications
Number E911 System Fund as the Emergency Communications Trust
Fund; revising the percent distribution of the fund to be used ex-
clusively for payment of certain authorized expenditures; authorizing
the board, pursuant to rule, to withhold certain distributions of grant
funds and request a return of all or a portion of such funds based on a
financial audit; removing the percent distribution to wireless providers;
adding a specified percent distribution to rural counties; amending s.
365.177, F.S.; extending the date by which the Division of Telecom-
munications within the Department of Management Services must
develop a plan to upgrade 911 public safety answering points; specifying
components of the required plan; amending ss. 212.05965, 365.171, and
365.174, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; pro-
viding an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator Bradley moved the following amendment which was adopted:

Amendment 1 (273744) (with title amendment)—Delete lines
994-996 and insert:
emergency assistance. Changes, modifications, or upgrades to the
emergency communications systems or services must be made in co-
operation and coordination with the head of each public safety agency, or
their designee,

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete lines 38-39 and insert: changes, modifications, or upgrades to
emergency communications systems or services be made in cooperation
and coordination with specified

On motion by Senator Bradley, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for CS
for SB 1418, as amended, was read the third time by title, passed,
ordered engrossed, and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:

Yeas—37

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Ingoglia, Thompson

CS for SB 1458—A bill to be entitled An act relating to roller skating
rink safety; creating s. 768.395, F.S.; providing legislative findings;
defining terms; providing that an operator of a roller skating rink is not
liable for damages or personal injury resulting from inherent risks of
roller skating; providing exceptions; providing that certain persons as-
sume the inherent risk of roller skating; providing that an operator is
not required to eliminate, alter, or control the inherent risks in roller
skating; establishing the responsibilities of roller skaters; providing
that failure to take certain actions or comply with certain responsi-
bilities constitutes negligence; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Yarbor-
ough, by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1458 was read the third time by
title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None
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CS for SB 1190—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Step into
Success Workforce Education and Internship Pilot Program; creating s.
409.1455, F.S.; providing a short title; requiring the Department of
Children and Families to establish the pilot program; specifying the
purposes and components of the pilot program; requiring the depart-
ment’s Office of Continuing Care, in consultation with certain entities,
to develop and administer the pilot program; authorizing the depart-
ment to contract with certain entities to collaborate with the office on
development and administration of the pilot program; requiring the
independent living professionalism and workforce education component
of the pilot program to culminate in a specified certificate; providing
that completion of that component allows former foster youth to parti-
cipate in the onsite workforce and training internship component; de-
fining terms; providing requirements for the administration of the pilot
program; requiring the office to initiate the respective components of
the pilot program by specified dates; specifying the duties of the office
related to the two components; requiring the components to address
specified topics; providing requirements for organizations participating
in the onsite workforce training internship component; specifying time
limitations for former foster youth participating in the onsite workforce
training internship component; requiring the Board of Governors and
the State Board of Education to adopt certain regulations and rules,
respectively; specifying conditions for participation in the onsite work-
force internship component; requiring the department to include a
section on the pilot program in a specified annual report which must
include specified information; requiring the department to adopt rules;
amending s. 414.56, F.S.; conforming a provision to changes made by
the act; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pursuant to Rule 7.1, there being no objection, consideration of the
following late-filed amendment was allowed:

Senator Garcia moved the following amendment which was adopted:

Amendment 1 (744848) (with title amendment)—Between lines
379 and 380 insert:

Section 3. For the 2023-2024 fiscal year, the sum of $500,000 in re-
curring funds is appropriated from the General Revenue Fund to the
Department of Children and Families for the purpose of implementing
this act.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete line 38 and insert: changes made by the act; providing an
appropriation; providing an effective date.

On motion by Senator Garcia, by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1190, as
amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered engrossed,
and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1070—A bill to be entitled An act relating to license taxes;
amending s. 320.08001, F.S.; defining the terms “electric vehicle” and
“plug-in hybrid vehicle”; conforming a provision to changes made by the
act; imposing specified additional annual license taxes on electric ve-
hicles; increasing such tax at a certain time; imposing specified addi-

tional annual license tax on plug-in hybrid electric vehicles; increasing
such tax at a certain time; authorizing persons and entities to biennially
renew vehicle registrations for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles; providing for the distribution of proceeds from the
additional license taxes; specifying requirements for the use of the
proceeds by local governments; providing that certain vehicles are ex-
empt from specified license taxes; providing applicability; amending s.
320.07, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; pro-
viding for future expiration; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator Polsky moved the following amendment which failed:

Amendment 1 (751370) (with title amendment)—Delete line 58
and insert:
registered. Until July 1, 2028, one third of the proceeds deposited in the
State Transportation Trust Fund must be used for the expansion of
electric vehicle charging infrastructure throughout this state, including,
but not limited to, installing charging stations, matching dollars for
electric vehicle infrastructure grants and related initiatives, and ex-
panding electric vehicle infrastructure that serves rural, underserved,
and disadvantaged communities. Each quarter, the department shall
transfer the

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete line 15 and insert: the use of such proceeds;

On motion by Senator Hooper, by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1070
was read the third time by title, passed by the required constitutional
two-thirds vote of the membership, and certified to the House. The vote
on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 726—A bill to be entitled An act relating to library co-
operative grants; amending s. 257.42, F.S.; deleting the limitation on
the funding a library cooperative is eligible to receive; providing an
effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Rodriguez,
by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 726 was read the third time by title,
passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess

Burton
Calatayud
Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson

Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
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Stewart
Thompson

Torres
Trumbull

Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 752—A bill to be entitled An act relating to tem-
porary commercial kitchens; amending s. 509.101, F.S.; requiring op-
erators of public food service establishments who provide commissary
services to maintain a temporary commercial kitchen registry; requir-
ing temporary commercial kitchen operators to display license numbers;
amending s. 509.102, F.S.; defining the term “temporary commercial
kitchen”; preempting regulation of temporary commercial kitchens to
the state; authorizing mobile food dispensing vehicles and temporary
commercial kitchens in specified locations to operate during certain
hours; authorizing temporary commercial kitchens to be used in con-
junction with licensed permanent food service establishments for
specified purposes; authorizing such operation for specified timeframes;
authorizing the Division of Hotels and Restaurants of the Department
of Business and Professional Regulation to grant extensions; requiring a
temporary commercial kitchen to notify the division within a specified
timeframe of commencing operation; providing construction; providing
an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Calatayud,
by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 752 was read the third time by
title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1272—A bill to be entitled An act relating to educational
grants; creating s. 1009.521, F.S.; providing education grants under the
William L. Boyd, IV, Effective Access to Student Education Grant
Program to certain students who were eligible as of a specified date to
receive grants under the former Access to Better Learning and Educa-
tion Grant Program; providing education grants to eligible students at
for-profit colleges or universities under certain conditions; prescribing
criteria for participating institutions; requiring that institutions that
wish to participate provide notice to the Department of Education by a
certain date; requiring that such institutions comply with specified
provision; amending s. 1009.40, F.S.; adding a cross reference to the
eligibility requirement for residency; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Simon, by
two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1272 was read the third time by title, pas-
sed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur

Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud
Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall

Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez

Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson

Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 1672—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
temporary airports; amending s. 330.27, F.S.; revising the definition of
the term “temporary airport”; amending s. 330.30, F.S.; requiring that
certain documentation be submitted to the Department of Transporta-
tion for a public temporary airport or private temporary airport site
approval order; requiring a public temporary airport to obtain a license
and a private temporary airport to obtain registration before operation
of aircraft to or from the airport; requiring the department to publish
certain notice of intent to approve or deny an application for a public
temporary airport or private temporary airport site approval order;
specifying the period during which such application may be approved or
denied; deeming public temporary airport licensure or private tempor-
ary airport registration complete if the department grants site approval;
requiring the department to issue a public temporary airport license or
private temporary airport registration concurrent with airport site ap-
proval; removing a condition for licensure or registration as a temporary
airport; prohibiting the department from approving subsequent appli-
cations for a public temporary airport or private temporary airport site
approval order under certain circumstances; revising an exemption
from certain provisions for an airport used for aerial application or
spraying of crops; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator DiCeglie moved the following amendment which was adop-
ted:

Amendment 1 (391390) (with title amendment)—Delete lines
126-145 and insert:
private temporary airport site approval order, the department must
approve or deny the application within 30 days after receipt of a complete
application, notwithstanding the requirements of s. 120.60. A complete
airport site approval application that is not approved or denied within
30 days after the department receives the completed application is con-
sidered approved, and the approval order shall be issued, subject to such
reasonable conditions as are authorized by law. Upon the department’s
intent to approve or deny an applicant’s private temporary airport site
approval order or public temporary airport site approval order, the de-
partment must publish a notice of intent to approve or deny the appli-
cation in the next available publication of the Florida Administrative
Register. The notice must inform the recipient of any administrative
hearing that is available, indicate the procedure that must be followed to
obtain the hearing, and state that a request for hearing must be sub-
mitted no later than 14 days after the date of publication. The issuance of
the site approval order must be held in abeyance if a hearing is requested
by a person whose substantial interests will be determined or affected by
the pending public temporary airport or private temporary airport site
approval order. If site approval is granted, licensure of the public tem-
porary airport or registration of the private temporary airport is deemed
complete, and the department must issue the public temporary airport
license or private temporary airport registration concurrent with the
airport site approval. Any applicant seeking to claim registration by
default under this subparagraph shall notify the agency clerk of the
department, in writing, of the applicant’s intent to rely upon the default
registration provision of this subparagraph and may not take any action
based upon the default registration until after receipt of such notice by
the agency clerk.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete lines 11-21 and insert: from the airport; requiring the de-
partment to approve or deny applications for a public temporary airport
or private temporary airport site approval order within a specified
timeframe; requiring that applications that are not approved or denied
within such timeframe be considered approved and that approval orders
be issued; requiring the department to publish certain notice of intent to
approve or deny an application for a public temporary airport or private
temporary airport site approval order; requiring that issuance of site
approval orders be held in abeyance under certain circumstances; re-
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quiring the department to issue a public temporary airport license or
private temporary airport registration concurrent with airport site ap-
proval; requiring applicants seeking to claim registration by default to
provide specified notice to the agency clerk of the department before
taking certain actions; removing a condition for

On motion by Senator DiCeglie, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB
1672, as amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed, and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 1676—A bill to be entitled An act relating to hemp;
amending s. 500.03, F.S.; revising the definition of the term “food”;
providing that hemp extract is considered a food subject to certain re-
quirements; amending s. 581.217, F.S.; revising legislative findings
regarding the state hemp program; defining the term “attractive to
children”; revising definitions; revising the requirements that hemp
extract must meet before being distributed and sold in this state; pro-
viding that hemp extract may only be sold to businesses in this state
which meet certain permitting requirements; providing that hemp ex-
tract distributed or sold in this state must meet certain requirements;
prohibiting products intended for human ingestion which contain hemp
extract from being sold to persons under a specified age; providing civil
and criminal penalties; providing enhanced criminal penalties for sec-
ond or subsequent violations within a specified timeframe; providing
that certain products are subject to an immediate stop-sale order; re-
quiring the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services to adopt
specified rules; removing obsolete provisions; reenacting s. 893.02(3),
F.S., relating to the definition of the term “cannabis,” to incorporate the
amendments made to s. 581.217, F.S., in a reference thereto; providing
an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Burton, by
two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 1676was read the third time by title,
passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Consideration of CS for SB 1478 and CS for CS for SB 760 was
deferred.

SB 768—A bill to be entitled An act relating to referral of patients by
health care providers; amending s. 456.053, F.S.; deleting the defini-
tions of the terms “direct supervision” and “present in the office suite”;
revising the definition of the term “referral” to remove reference to di-
rect physician supervision and to require compliance with certain
Medicare payment and coverage rules; amending s. 641.316, F.S.; con-
forming cross-references; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Martin, by
two-thirds vote, SB 768 was read the third time by title, passed, and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 262—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
technology transparency; creating s. 112.23, F.S.; defining terms; pro-
hibiting officers or salaried employees of governmental entities from
using their positions or state resources to make certain requests of so-
cial media platforms; prohibiting governmental entities from initiating
or maintaining agreements or working relationships with social media
platforms under a specified circumstance; providing exceptions; pro-
viding directives to the Division of Law Revision; creating s. 501.701,
F.S.; providing a short title; creating s. 501.702, F.S.; defining terms;
creating s. 501.703, F.S.; providing applicability; creating s. 501.704,
F.S.; providing exemptions; creating s. 501.705, F.S.; providing that a
consumer may submit requests to controllers to exercise specified
rights; requiring controllers to comply with certain authenticated con-
sumer requests; creating s. 501.706, F.S.; providing timeframes within
which controllers must respond to consumer requests; providing notice
requirements for controllers that cannot take action regarding a con-
sumer’s request; providing that controllers are not required to comply
with certain consumer requests; providing notice requirements for
controllers’ compliance with consumer requests; requiring responses to
consumer requests to be made free of charge; providing exceptions;
specifying the methods by which controllers may be considered to be in
compliance with consumer requests for the controller to delete their
personal data; creating s. 501.707, F.S.; requiring controllers to estab-
lish a process for consumers to appeal the controller’s refusal to take
action on the consumer’s request within a specified timeframe; provid-
ing requirements for such process; creating s. 501.708, F.S.; providing
that contracts or agreements that waive or limit specified consumer
rights are void and unenforceable; creating s. 501.709, F.S.; requiring
controllers to establish methods for submitting consumer requests;
prohibiting controllers from requiring consumers to create new accounts
to exercise their consumer rights; requiring controllers to provide a
certain mechanism on their websites for consumers to submit certain
requests; creating s. 501.71, F.S.; requiring controllers to limit the col-
lection of personal data according to certain parameters; requiring
controllers to establish, implement, and maintain specified practices
regarding personal data; prohibiting controllers from taking certain
actions regarding a consumer’s personal data; prohibiting controllers
from discriminating against consumers exercising their consumer
rights; providing construction; requiring a controller that operates a
search engine to make certain information available on its webpage;
creating s. 501.711, F.S.; requiring controllers to provide consumers
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with privacy notices that meet certain requirements; requiring con-
trollers that engage in the sale of sensitive or biometric personal data to
provide notices that meet certain requirements; requiring controllers
that sell personal data or process personal data for targeted advertising
to disclose certain information; prohibiting controllers from collecting
additional categories of personal information or using such information
for additional purposes without providing specified notice; creating s.
501.712, F.S.; requiring processors to adhere to controller instructions
and to assist the controller in meeting or complying with certain re-
quirements; providing requirements for contracts between controllers
and processors regarding data processing procedures; providing con-
struction; providing that the determination of whether a person is
acting as a controller or processor is a fact-based determination;
creating s. 501.713, F.S.; requiring controllers to conduct and document
data protection assessments of specified processing activities involving
personal data; providing requirements for such assessments; providing
applicability; creating s. 501.714, F.S.; requiring controllers in posses-
sion of deidentified data to take certain actions; providing construction;
providing that specified consumer rights and controller duties do not
apply to pseudonymous data or aggregate consumer information under
certain circumstances; requiring controllers that disclose pseudon-
ymous data, deidentified data, or aggregate consumer information to
exercise reasonable oversight and take appropriate steps to address
breaches of contractual agreements; creating s. 501.715, F.S.; requiring
certain persons to receive consumer consent before engaging in the sale
of sensitive personal data; requiring a specified notice; providing for
penalties; creating s. 501.716, F.S.; providing exemptions for specified
controller or processor uses of consumer personal data; providing that
controllers or processors may provide personal data concerning a con-
sumer to certain covered persons; creating s. 501.717, F.S.; authorizing
controllers and processors to collect, use, or retain data for specified
purposes; providing that certain requirements do not apply if such
compliance would violate certain laws; creating s. 501.718, F.S.; pro-
viding circumstances under which processors are not in violation of this
act for the disclosure of personal data to a third-party controller or
processor; providing that third-party controllers or processors that
comply with this part are not liable for violations committed by con-
trollers or processors from whom they receive personal data; creating s.
501.719, F.S.; providing requirements for the processing of certain
personal data by controllers; requiring controllers and processors to
adopt and implement a retention schedule that meets certain require-
ments; requiring controllers or processors that process certain personal
data to demonstrate that such processing qualifies for a specified ex-
emption; creating s. 501.72, F.S.; authorizing the Department of Legal
Affairs to bring an action under the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade
Practices Act for violations of the act; providing for civil penalties;
providing for enhanced civil penalties for certain violations; authorizing
the department to grant a specified timeframe within which an alleged
violation may be cured; providing an exception; providing certain fac-
tors the department may take into consideration; requiring the de-
partment to make a report regarding certain enforcement actions
publicly available on the department’s website; providing requirements
for the report; requiring the department to adopt rules; authorizing the
department to collaborate and cooperate with specified enforcement
authorities; specifying that the act does not create a private cause of
action; authorizing the department to employ or use outside legal
counsel for specified purposes; providing for jurisdiction; creating s.
501.721, F.S.; declaring that the act is a matter of statewide concern;
preempting the collection, processing, sharing, and sale of consumer
personal data to the state; amending s. 501.171, F.S.; revising the de-
finition of the term “personal information”; amending s. 16.53, F.S.;
requiring that certain attorney fees, costs, and penalties recovered by
the Attorney General be deposited in the Legal Affairs Revolving Trust
Fund; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator Bradley moved the following amendments which were
adopted:

Amendment 1 (705396)—Delete line 279 and insert:
revenues from the sale of advertisements online, including providing

Amendment 2 (218598)—Delete line 1334 and insert:

Section 26. This act shall take effect December 31, 2023.

On motion by Senator Bradley, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB
262, as amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered en-
grossed, and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Davis

CS for CS for SB 1648—A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
records; amending s. 501.722, F.S.; providing an exemption from public
records requirements for information relating to investigations by the
Department of Legal Affairs and law enforcement agencies of certain
data privacy violations; providing for future legislative review and re-
peal of the exemption; providing a statement of public necessity; pro-
viding a contingent effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Bradley, by
two-thirds vote,CS for CS for SB 1648 was read the third time by title,
passed by the required constitutional two-thirds vote of the members
present and voting, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Davis

CS for CS for SB 838—A bill to be entitled An act relating to pro-
ceeds funding motorcycle safety education; amending s. 320.08, F.S.;
requiring that the motorcycle safety education fee be used for a safety
and education program administered by Florida not-for-profit corpora-
tions; specifying requirements for the administrators of such program;
requiring the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to
enter into certain contracts for a specified purpose; specifying the re-
quirements of the safety awareness and education programs; specifying
requirements for certain contracts; requiring the administrators of the
programs to file an annual report with the Legislature by a certain date;
amending s. 320.086, F.S.; conforming cross-references; requiring the
department to select program administrators and enter into specified
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contracts by a specified date; requiring the department to transmit
portions of the safety education fee to the program administrators
quarterly; specifying the first payment date; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Collins, by
two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 838 was read the third time by title,
passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1318—A bill to be entitled An act relating to spaceflight
entity liability; amending s. 331.501, F.S.; defining the term “crew”;
revising definitions; exempting a spaceflight entity from liability for
injury to or death of a crew resulting from spaceflight activities under
certain circumstances; revising exceptions; requiring a spaceflight en-
tity to have a crew sign a specified warning statement; revising the
contents of the warning statement; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator Wright moved the following amendment which was adopted:

Amendment 1 (188692)—Delete lines 18-19 and insert:

(a) “Crew” has the same meaning as defined in 51 U.S.C. s. 50902.

On motion by Senator Wright, by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1318, as
amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered engrossed,
and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for CS for SB 1346—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to local regulation of nonconforming or unsafe structures; creating s.
553.8991, F.S.; providing a short title; defining terms; providing appli-
cability; prohibiting local governments from prohibiting, restricting, or
preventing the demolition of certain structures unless necessary for
public safety; authorizing local governments to review demolition per-
mit applications only for a specified purpose; requiring that replace-
ment structures be permitted to be developed in accordance with ap-
plicable development regulations; prohibiting local governments from

taking certain actions regarding replacement structures; providing for
retroactive application; providing applicability and construction; pre-
empting regulation of the demolition or replacement of certain struc-
tures to the state under certain circumstances; providing an effective
date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pursuant to Rule 7.1, there being no objection, consideration of the
following late-filed amendment was allowed:

Senator Avila moved the following amendment:

Amendment 1 (745334) (with title amendment)—Delete every-
thing after the enacting clause and insert:

Section 1. Section 553.8991, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

553.8991 Resiliency and Safe Structures Act.—

(1) SHORT TITLE.—This section may be cited as the “Resiliency
and Safe Structures Act.”

(2) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section, the term:

(a) “Coastal construction control line” means the boundary estab-
lished pursuant to s. 161.053.

(b) “Law” means any statute, ordinance, rule, regulation, policy, re-
solution, code enforcement order, agreement, or other governmental act.

(c) “Local government” means a municipality, county, special dis-
trict, or any other political subdivision of the state.

(d) “Nonconforming structure” means a structure that does not con-
form to the base flood elevation requirements for new construction issued
by the National Flood Insurance Program.

(e) “Replacement structure” means a new structure built on a prop-
erty where a structure was demolished or will be demolished in ac-
cordance with this section.

(3) QUALIFYING STRUCTURES AND BUILDINGS.—

(a) This section applies to all of the following structures:

1. Nonconforming structures on properties that are, or have a portion
that is, seaward of the coastal construction control line and that are also
within zones V, VE, AO, or AE, as identified in the Flood Insurance Rate
Map issued by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

2. Any structure determined to be unsafe by a local building official.

3. Any structure ordered to be demolished by a local government that
has proper jurisdiction.

(b) This section does not apply to any of the following structures:

1. A structure individually listed on the National Register of Historic
Places.

2. A single-family home.

3. A structure located within an area of critical state concern desig-
nated pursuant to s. 380.05.

4. A structure located within a municipality that has a total popu-
lation of 10,000 or less according to the most recent decennial census.

5. A structure located in a municipality within which there are at
least three buildings that were originally erected more than 200 years
ago.

(4) RESTRICTIONS ON DEMOLITION PROHIBITED.—A local
government may not prohibit, restrict, or prevent the demolition of any
structure identified in subsection (3) for any reason other than public
safety. A local government may review an application for a demolition
permit sought pursuant to this section only administratively for com-
pliance with the Florida Building Code, the Florida Fire Prevention
Code, and the Life Safety Code, or local amendments thereto, and any
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regulation applicable to a similarly situated parcel. The local govern-
ment may not subject an application to additional local land develop-
ment regulations or public hearings.

(5) RESTRICTIONS ON REDEVELOPMENT PROHIBITED.—A
local government shall authorize replacement structures to be developed
to the maximum height and overall building size authorized by local
development regulations. A local government may not do any of the
following:

(a) Limit, for any reason, the development potential of replacement
structures below the maximum allowed by local development regula-
tions.

(b) Require replication of a demolished structure.

(c) Require the preservation of any elements of a demolished struc-
ture.

(d) Impose additional regulatory or building requirements on re-
placement structures which would not otherwise be applicable to a si-
milarly situated vacant parcel.

(e) Impose additional public hearings or administrative processes on
replacement structures which would not otherwise be applicable to a
similarly situated vacant parcel.

(6) DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS.—Development applications
submitted for replacement structures must be processed in accordance
with the process outlined in local land development regulations, in-
cluding any required public hearings before the local historic board.
However, a local government may not impose additional public hearings
or administrative processes that would not otherwise be applicable to a
similarly situated vacant parcel.

(7) APPLICATION AND CONSTRUCTION.—This section applies
prospectively and retroactively to any law adopted contrary to this sec-
tion or its intent, and must be liberally construed to effectuate its intent.
Nothing in this section applies to or affects s. 553.79(25).

(8) PREEMPTION.—A local government may not adopt or enforce a
law that in any way limits the demolition of a structure identified in
subsection (3) or that limits the development of a replacement structure
in violation of subsection (5). A local government may not penalize an
owner or a developer of a replacement structure for a demolition pur-
suant to this section or otherwise enact laws that defeat the intent of this
section. Any local government law contrary to this section is void.

Section 2. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete everything before the enacting clause and insert: A bill to be
entitled An act relating to local regulation of nonconforming or unsafe
structures; creating s. 553.8991, F.S.; providing a short title; defining
terms; providing applicability; prohibiting local governments from
prohibiting, restricting, or preventing the demolition of certain struc-
tures unless necessary for public safety; authorizing local governments
to review demolition permit applications only for a specified purpose;
requiring that replacement structures be authorized to be developed in
accordance with applicable development regulations; prohibiting local
governments from taking certain actions regarding replacement struc-
tures; providing requirements for the processing of development appli-
cations; providing for retroactive application; providing applicability
and construction; preempting regulation of the demolition or replace-
ment of certain structures to the state under certain circumstances;
providing an effective date.

Pursuant to Rule 7.1, there being no objection, consideration of the
following late-filed amendment was allowed:

Senator Powell moved the following amendment to Amendment 1
(745334) which failed:

Amendment 1A (722652)—Delete line 40 and insert:
of Historic Places, located within a National Register of Historic Places
historic district, individually designated as a historic site through a
local designation program, or located within a historic district desig-
nated through a local designation program.

Amendment 1 (745334) was adopted.

On motion by Senator Avila, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for CS
for SB 1346, as amended, was read the third time by title, passed,
ordered engrossed, and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:

Yeas—33

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton

Calatayud
Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin

Mayfield
Osgood
Perry
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—6

Berman
Davis

Pizzo
Polsky

Rouson
Thompson

CS for CS for SB 1480—A bill to be entitled An act relating to grants
for nonprofit organization safety; creating s. 252.3712, F.S.; requiring
the Division of Emergency Management to establish a specified grant
program; providing eligibility requirements; requiring the grants to be
used for certain purposes; providing for eligibility; providing limitations
on the amount of grant awards; authorizing the division to use a certain
amount of funding for administration of the program; requiring the
division to adopt rules; providing for future repeal; providing an effec-
tive date.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Calatayud,
by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 1480 was read the third time by
title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1548—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Children’s
Medical Services program; amending s. 383.14, F.S.; deleting a re-
quirement that the Department of Health consult with the Department
of Education before prescribing certain newborn testing and screening
requirements; authorizing the release of certain newborn screening
results to licensed genetic counselors; requiring that newborns have a
blood specimen collected for newborn screenings before they reach a
specified age; deleting a requirement that newborns be subjected to a
certain test; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; revising
requirements related to a certain assessment for hospitals and birth
centers; deleting a requirement that the department submit a certain
annual cost certification as part of its annual legislative budget request;
requiring certain health care practitioners and health care providers to
prepare and send all newborn screening specimen cards to the State
Public Health Laboratory; amending s. 383.145, F.S.; defining the term
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“toddler”; revising newborn screening requirements for licensed birth
centers; requiring that a certain referral for newborn screening be made
before the newborn reaches a specified age; requiring early childhood
programs and entities that screen for hearing loss to report the
screening results to the department within a specified timeframe;
amending s. 391.016, F.S.; revising the purposes and functions of the
Children’s Medical Services program; amending s. 391.021, F.S.; re-
vising definitions; amending s. 391.025, F.S.; revising the scope of the
program; amending s. 391.026, F.S.; revising the powers and duties of
the Department of Health to conform to changes made by the act;
amending s. 391.028, F.S.; revising activities within the purview of the
program; deleting a requirement that every office of the program be
under the direction of a licensed physician; amending s. 391.029, F.S.;
revising program eligibility requirements; amending s. 391.0315, F.S.;
conforming provisions to changes made by the act; repealing s. 391.035,
F.S., relating to provider qualifications; amending s. 391.045, F.S.;
conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 391.055,
F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; deleting spe-
cifications for the components of the program; deleting certain re-
quirements for newborns referred to the program through the newborn
screening program; amending s. 391.097, F.S.; conforming a provision to
changes made by the act; repealing part II of chapter 391, F.S., relating
to Children’s Medical Services councils and panels; providing legislative
findings and intent; transferring operation of the Children’s Medical
Services Managed Care Plan from the department to the Agency for
Health Care Administration, effective on a specified date; providing
construction as to judicial and administrative actions pending as of a
specified date and time; requiring the department’s Children’s Medical
Services program to collaborate with and assist the agency in specified
activities; requiring the department to conduct certain clinical elig-
ibility screenings; requiring the agency and the department to submit a
report to the Legislature by a specified date; providing requirements for
the report; amending s. 409.974, F.S.; requiring the agency to compe-
titively procure one or more vendors to provide services for certain
children with special health care needs; requiring the department’s
Children’s Medical Services program to assist the agency in developing
certain specifications for the vendor contract; requiring the department
to conduct clinical eligibility screenings for services for such children
and collaborate with the agency in the care of such children; conforming
a provision to changes made by the act; amending ss. 409.166, 409.811,
409.813, 409.8134, 409.814, 409.815, 409.8177, 409.818, 409.912,
409.9126, 409.9131, 409.920, and 409.962, F.S.; conforming provisions
to changes made by the act; providing effective dates.

—was read the second time by title.

Senator Bradley moved the following amendment which was adopted:

Amendment 1 (394534)—Delete line 605 and insert:
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and part II III of this

On motion by Senator Bradley, by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1548,
as amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered engrossed,
and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—39

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for HJR 1157—A joint resolution proposing the creation of Sec-
tion 28 of Article I of the State Constitution to preserve forever fishing,

hunting, and the taking of fish and wildlife, including by the use of
traditional methods, as a public right and preferred means of managing
and controlling fish and wildlife; providing construction.

Be It Resolved by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

That the following creation of Section 28 of Article I of the State
Constitution is agreed to and shall be submitted to the electors of this
state for approval or rejection at the next general election or at an
earlier special election specifically authorized by law for that purpose:

ARTICLE I

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS

SECTION 28. Fishing, hunting, and the taking of fish and wild-
life.—Fishing, hunting, and the taking of fish and wildlife, including by
the use of traditional methods, shall be preserved forever as a public
right and preferred means of responsibly managing and controlling fish
and wildlife. This section does not limit the authority granted to the Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission under Section 9 of Article IV.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the following statement be placed
on the ballot:

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

ARTICLE I, SECTION 28

RIGHT TO FISH AND HUNT.—Proposing an amendment to the
State Constitution to preserve forever fishing and hunting, including by
the use of traditional methods, as a public right and preferred means of
responsibly managing and controlling fish and wildlife. Specifies that
the amendment does not limit the authority granted to the Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission under Section 9 of Article IV of the
State Constitution.

—was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Brodeur,
by two-thirds vote, CS for HJR 1157 was read the third time by title,
passed by the required constitutional three-fifths vote of the member-
ship, and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud
Collins

Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Rouson
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—1

Book

By direction of the President, there being no objection, the Senate
reverted to—

BILLS ON THIRD READING

SENATOR BAXLEY PRESIDING

CS for SB 1580—A bill to be entitled An act relating to protections of
medical conscience; providing legislative intent; creating s. 381.00321,
F.S.; defining terms; providing that health care providers and health
care payors have the right to opt out of participation in or payment for
certain health care services on the basis of conscience-based objections;
providing requirements for a health care provider’s notice and doc-
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umentation of such objection; requiring health care providers to notify
patients or potential patients seeking a specific health care service of
any such objection before scheduling an appointment; providing con-
struction; prohibiting health care payors from declining to cover any
health care service they are obligated to cover during the plan year;
prohibiting discrimination or adverse action against health care provi-
ders who decline to participate in a health care service on the basis of
conscience-based objection; providing whistle-blower protections for
health care providers and health care payors that take certain actions
or disclose certain information relating to the reporting of certain vio-
lations; authorizing health care providers and health care payors to file
complaints with the Attorney General for violation of specified provi-
sions; providing for civil penalties; authorizing the Attorney General to
take specified actions for purposes of conducting an investigation of
such complaints; authorizing the Department of Legal Affairs to adopt
rules; providing health care providers and health care payors immunity
from civil liability solely for declining to participate in or pay for a
health care service on the basis of conscience-based objection; providing
construction; creating s. 456.61, F.S.; prohibiting boards, or the De-
partment of Health if there is no board, from taking disciplinary action
against or denying a license to an individual based solely on specified
conduct; authorizing boards within the department’s jurisdiction to
revoke their approval of a specialty board or other recognizing agency
under certain circumstances; providing severability; providing an ef-
fective date.

—was read the third time by title.

On motion by Senator Trumbull, CS for SB 1580 was passed and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—28

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton

Calatayud
Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia

Martin
Mayfield
Perry
Rodriguez
Simon
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—11

Berman
Book
Davis
Osgood

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rouson

Stewart
Thompson
Torres

CS for CS for CS for SB 266—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
higher education; amending s. 1001.706, F.S.; revising the duties of the
Board of Governors relating to the mission of each state university;
revising requirements for the Board of Governors’ strategic plan relat-
ing to the goals and objectives of the State University System; requiring
the Board of Governors to annually require each state university to
include certain information in its economic security report; requiring,
rather than authorizing, a Board of Governors regulation to include a
post-tenure review of state university faculty on a specified basis;
amending s. 1001.7065, F.S.; requiring the Board of Governors Ac-
countability Plan to annually report certain research expenditures of a
specified amount; revising the number of standards an institution must
meet to receive a specified designation; creating s. 1001.741, F.S.; pro-
viding that each state university president is responsible for hiring the
provost, the deans, and full-time faculty; providing that the president
has a duty to assess the performance of the provost and deans; au-
thorizing the president to delegate hiring authority to specified indi-
viduals and entities; prohibiting a university from using specified
methods in its admissions or personnel processes; providing that certain
actions regarding personnel may not be appealed beyond the university
president; requiring each state university board of trustees to have
review procedures for the president’s selection and reappointment of
certain faculty; requiring each state university president to annually

present specified performance evaluations and salaries to the board of
trustees; amending s. 1004.06, F.S.; prohibiting specified educational
institutions from expending funds for certain purposes; providing ex-
ceptions; requiring the State Board of Education and the Board of
Governors to adopt rules and regulations, respectively; creating s.
1004.3841, F.S.; creating the Institute for Risk Management and In-
surance Education within the College of Business at the University of
Central Florida; requiring that the institute be located in a specified
county; providing the purpose and goals of the institute; amending s.
1004.6496, F.S.; authorizing the Board of Trustees of the University of
Florida to use charitable donations in addition to appropriated funds to
fund the Hamilton Center for Classical and Civic Education; requiring
the University of Florida to annually report to the Governor and Leg-
islature on the transition of the center to a college; revising the goals of
the center; requiring the University of Florida president to take speci-
fied actions; providing requirements for the use of appropriated funds;
authorizing the university to provide additional funding to the center;
amending s. 1004.6499, F.S.; renaming the Florida Institute of Politics
at the Florida State University as the Florida Institute for Governance
and Civics; providing the goals of the institute; amending s. 1004.64991,
F.S.; authorizing the Adam Smith Center for the Study of Economic
Freedom to perform certain tasks in order to carry out its established
purpose; amending s. 1007.25, F.S.; revising how general education core
courses are established; requiring the State Board of Education and the
Board of Governors to consider approval of certain courses; requiring
faculty committees to review and submit recommendations to the Ar-
ticulation Coordinating Committee and the commissioner relating to
certain courses by a specified date and periodically thereafter; prohi-
biting general education core courses from teaching certain topics or
presenting information in specified ways; providing requirements for
general education core courses; requiring specified educational in-
stitutions to offer certain courses; prohibiting public postsecondary
educational institutions from requiring students to take certain addi-
tional general education core courses; creating s. 1007.55, F.S.; pro-
viding legislative findings; providing requirements for general educa-
tion courses; requiring public postsecondary educational institution
boards of trustees and presidents to annually review and approve
general education requirements; requiring public postsecondary edu-
cational institutions to report certain courses to the department; re-
quiring the Articulation Coordinating Committee to submit general
education courses to the State Board of Education and the Board of
Governors for action; providing a penalty for failing to meet such review
and approval requirements; prohibiting public postsecondary educa-
tional institutions from requiring students to take certain additional
general education courses; requiring the State Board of Education and
the Board of Governors to adopt rules and regulations, respectively;
amending s. 1008.47, F.S.; specifying a one-time limit on the require-
ment to change accrediting agencies; providing for expiration; prohi-
biting an accrediting entity from requiring a public postsecondary in-
stitution to violate state law; amending s. 1009.26, F.S.; requiring the
Board of Governors to identify state-approved teacher preparation
programs eligible for a tuition waiver; providing that certain postsec-
ondary fee waivers continue until specified criteria are met; providing
an effective date.

—as amended April 27, was read the third time by title.

On motion by Senator Grall, CS for CS for CS for SB 266, as
amended, was passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:

Yeas—27

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton

Calatayud
Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson

Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Perry
Rodriguez
Simon
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough
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Nays—12

Berman
Book
Bradley
Davis

Osgood
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell

Rouson
Stewart
Thompson
Torres

CS for CS for SB 1718—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
immigration; creating ss. 125.0156 and 166.246, F.S.; prohibiting
counties and municipalities, respectively, from providing funds to any
person, entity, or organization to issue identification documents to an
individual who does not provide proof of lawful presence in the United
States; creating s. 322.033, F.S.; specifying that certain driver licenses
and permits issued by other states exclusively to unauthorized im-
migrants are not valid in this state; requiring law enforcement officers
and authorized representatives of the Department of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles to cite a person driving with a specified invalid
license; requiring the department to maintain a list on its website of
out-of-state classes of driver licenses that are invalid in this state;
amending s. 322.04, F.S.; revising the circumstances under which cer-
tain persons are exempt from obtaining a driver license; creating s.
395.3027, F.S.; requiring certain hospitals to collect patient immigra-
tion status data information on admission or registration forms; re-
quiring hospitals to submit quarterly reports to the Agency for Health
Care Administration containing specified information; requiring the
agency to submit an annual report to the Governor and the Legislature
containing specified information; authorizing the agency to adopt rules;
prohibiting rules requiring the disclosure of certain information;
amending s. 448.09, F.S.; requiring the Department of Economic Op-
portunity to enter a certain order and require repayment of certain
economic development incentives if the department finds or is notified
that an employer has knowingly employed an unauthorized alien
without verifying the employment eligibility of such person; deleting
provisions relating to a first violation of specified provisions; providing
penalties, including a probationary period and suspension and revoca-
tion of all licenses of employers; deleting criminal penalties for second
and subsequent violations of specified provisions; deleting a provision
providing construction; providing criminal penalties for certain aliens
who knowingly use false identification documents or who fraudulently
use identification documents of another person for the purpose of ob-
taining employment; making technical changes; amending s. 448.095,
F.S.; revising definitions; requiring an employer to verify a new em-
ployee’s employment eligibility within 3 business days after the first
day the new employee begins working for pay; requiring public agencies
to use the E-Verify system to verify a new employee’s employment
eligibility; requiring private employers with a certain number of em-
ployees to use the E-Verify system to verify a new employee’s employ-
ment eligibility, beginning on a certain date; requiring employers to
certify use of the E-Verify system on unemployment compensation or
reemployment assistance system returns; requiring employers to use a
certain form if the E-Verify system is unavailable; requiring employers
to retain specified documentation for a certain number of years; pro-
hibiting an employer from continuing to employ an unauthorized alien
after obtaining knowledge that a person is or has become an un-
authorized alien; providing an exception; authorizing specified persons
or entities to request, and requiring an employer to provide, copies of
specified documentation; creating a certain rebuttable presumption
that the employer has not violated specified provisions with respect to
the employment of an unauthorized alien; establishing an affirmative
defense to an allegation that the employer has not violated specified
provisions with respect to the employment of an unauthorized alien;
requiring a public agency to require in any contract that a contractor or
subcontractor register with and use the E-Verify system; prohibiting a
public agency, contractor, or subcontractor from entering into a contract
unless each party to the contract registers with and uses the E-Verify
system; requiring the termination of certain contracts under specified
conditions; authorizing a public agency, contractor, or subcontractor to
file a cause of action to challenge a termination; specifying required
departmental action to ensure compliance with specified provisions;
requiring the department to impose fines against employers under
certain circumstances; providing for the deposit of such fines; providing
construction; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 454.021, F.S.; deleting a provision authorizing an un-
authorized immigrant to obtain a license to practice law in this state
under certain circumstances; providing applicability; amending s.
787.07, F.S.; providing criminal penalties for persons who knowingly
and willfully violate, or who reasonably should know and violate, cer-
tain provisions relating to the transporting into this state of individuals
who entered the United States unlawfully and without inspection by the
Federal Government; providing criminal penalties for persons who

transport minors into this state in violation of certain provisions; pro-
viding for enhanced criminal penalties; defining the term “conviction”;
providing circumstances that give rise to a certain inference; requiring
that persons who violate certain provisions be held in custody; making
technical changes; amending s. 895.02, F.S.; revising the definition of
the term “racketeering activity”; amending s. 908.104, F.S.; specifying
that a state entity, local governmental entity, or law enforcement
agency, or an employee, an agent, or a representative of the entity or
agency, may not prohibit or in any way restrict a law enforcement
agency from sending the applicable information obtained pursuant to
certain provisions to a federal immigration agency; amending s. 943.03,
F.S.; requiring the Department of Law Enforcement to coordinate and
direct the law enforcement, initial emergency, and other initial re-
sponses in matters dealing with the Federal Government in federal
immigration law enforcement and responses to immigration enforce-
ment incidents within or affecting this state; amending s. 943.03101,
F.S.; revising legislative findings and determinations; amending s.
943.0311, F.S.; revising the required duties of the Chief of Domestic
Security; requiring the chief to regularly coordinate random audits
pursuant to specified provisions and notify the Department of Economic
Opportunity of any violations; amending s. 943.0312, F.S.; revising
legislative findings; requiring that each task force cooperate with and
provide assistance to the Federal Government in the enforcement of
federal immigration laws within or affecting this state in compliance
with specified provisions, in accordance with the state’s domestic se-
curity strategic goals and objectives; requiring the Chief of Domestic
Security to, in conjunction with specified entities, identify appropriate
equipment and training needs, curricula, and materials related to the
effective response to immigration enforcement incidents; requiring that
each regional domestic security task force, working in conjunction with
specified entities, work to ensure that hate-driven acts against ethnic
groups that may have been targeted as a result of immigration en-
forcement incidents within or affecting this state are appropriately in-
vestigated and responded to; amending s. 943.0313, F.S.; revising leg-
islative findings; requiring the Domestic Security Oversight Council to
make recommendations to the Governor and the Legislature regarding
the expenditure of funds and allocation of resources related to co-
operating with and providing assistance to the Federal Government in
the enforcement of federal immigration laws; expanding the list of
persons whom the council may invite to attend and participate in its
meetings as ex officio, nonvoting members; revising the duties of the
council; amending s. 943.325, F.S.; revising the definition of the term
“qualifying offender” to include certain persons who are the subject of
an immigration detainer issued by a federal immigration agency; re-
quiring certain qualifying offenders to submit DNA samples at a spec-
ified time; requiring law enforcement agencies to immediately take
DNA samples from certain qualifying offenders under certain circum-
stances; amending ss. 394.9082 and 409.996, F.S.; conforming provi-
sions to changes made by the act; providing an appropriation; providing
effective dates.

—was read the third time by title.

On motion by Senator Ingoglia, CS for CS for SB 1718 was passed
and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—27

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess

Burton
Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson

Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Perry
Rodriguez
Simon
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—10

Berman
Book
Davis
Osgood

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Stewart

Thompson
Torres

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Calatayud
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THE PRESIDENT PRESIDING

SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR, continued

CS for CS for SB 1292—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
parenting plans; amending s. 61.13, F.S.; creating a presumption that
equal time-sharing is in the best interests of the child, with exceptions;
establishing the manner by which such presumption may be rebutted;
requiring the court to evaluate certain factors and make specific written
findings of fact under certain circumstances; revising requirements
regarding modifying parental responsibility, a parenting plan, or a
time-sharing schedule; authorizing the court to consider, under certain
circumstances, a specified move of a parent to be a substantial and
material change in circumstances for certain purposes; providing an
effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for CS for SB 1292, pursuant to
Rule 3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 1301 was withdrawn
from the Committee on Rules.

On motion by Senator Pizzo—

CS for HB 1301—A bill to be entitled An act relating to parenting
and time-sharing of minor children; amending s. 61.13, F.S.; deleting
the requirement for an unanticipated change in circumstances in order
to modify a parenting plan or time-sharing schedule; creating a re-
buttable presumption that equal time-sharing is in the best interests of
a child; providing a standard of evidence to rebut such presumption;
requiring a court to evaluate certain factors and make specific written
findings of fact when creating or modifying a time-sharing schedule;
providing an exception; authorizing modification of a time-sharing
schedule under certain circumstances; conforming provisions to changes
made by the act; providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for SB 1292
and read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Pizzo, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 1301 was
read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote
on passage was:

Yeas—34

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Collins
Davis

DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—3

Berman Book Polsky

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Calatayud

CS for SB 494—A bill to be entitled An act relating to fees in lieu of
security deposits; creating s. 83.491, F.S.; authorizing a landlord to offer
a tenant the option to pay a fee in lieu of a security deposit; requiring
the landlord to notify the tenant of certain unpaid fees and costs within
a specified time after the conclusion of the tenancy; prohibiting the
landlord from filing an insurance claim within a specified period of time;
providing requirements for the landlord and insurer if an insurance
claim to recover certain losses is filed; prohibiting the landlord from
accepting certain payments; requiring the landlord to provide certain
written notice to the tenant; requiring a written agreement signed by
the landlord, or the landlord’s agent, and the tenant if the tenant de-

cides to pay a fee in lieu of the security deposit; prohibiting the written
agreement from contradicting specified laws; requiring that the written
agreement contain certain information; requiring a specified disclosure
in the written agreement; providing options for paying the fee; speci-
fying that certain fees, insurance products, and surety bonds are not
security deposits; specifying that landlords have exclusive discretion as
to whether to offer tenants the option to pay a fee in lieu of a security
deposit; prohibiting a landlord from approving or denying an applica-
tion for occupancy based on a prospective tenant’s choice to pay a fee in
lieu of a security deposit; requiring that landlords that offer a tenant the
fee option offer it to all new tenants renting a dwelling unit on the same
premises; providing an exception; providing construction; providing
applicability; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for SB 494, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 133 was withdrawn from
the Committee on Rules.

On motion by Senator DiCeglie—

CS for HB 133—A bill to be entitled An act relating to fees in lieu of
security deposits; creating s. 83.491, F.S.; authorizing a landlord to offer
a tenant the option to pay a fee in lieu of a security deposit; authorizing
a landlord to offer a tenant the option to pay the security deposit in a
specified manner; requiring the landlord to notify the tenant of certain
unpaid fees and costs within a specified time after the conclusion of the
tenancy; prohibiting the landlord from filing an insurance claim within
a specified period of time; providing requirements for the landlord and
insurer if an insurance claim to recover certain losses is filed; prohi-
biting the landlord from accepting certain payments; requiring the
landlord to provide certain written notice to the tenant; requiring a
written agreement signed by the landlord, or the landlord’s agent, and
the tenant if the tenant decides to pay a fee in lieu of the security
deposit; prohibiting the written agreement from contradicting specified
laws; requiring that the written agreement contain certain information;
requiring a specified disclosure in the written agreement; providing
options for paying the fee; specifying that certain fees, insurance pro-
ducts, and surety bonds are not security deposits; specifying that
landlords have exclusive discretion as to whether to offer tenants the
option to pay a fee in lieu of a security deposit; prohibiting a landlord
from approving or denying an application for occupancy based on a
prospective tenant’s choice to pay a fee in lieu of a security deposit;
requiring that landlords who offer a tenant the fee option offer such
option to all new tenants renting a dwelling unit on the same premises;
providing an exception; providing construction; providing applicability;
providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 494 and read
the second time by title.

Senator Thompson moved the following amendment which failed:

Amendment 1 (318830) (with title amendment)—Delete line 98
and insert:
tenant terminates the agreement. In either situation, the amount of the
security deposit may not exceed the amount of 1 month’s rent.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete line 16 and insert: written notice to the tenant; prohibiting
security deposits from exceeding a specified amount under certain cir-
cumstances; requiring a written

On motion by Senator DiCeglie, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 133
was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The
vote on passage was:

Yeas—31

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur

Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud
Collins
Davis
DiCeglie

Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
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Martin
Mayfield
Perry
Pizzo

Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Trumbull

Wright
Yarborough

Nays—7

Berman
Book
Osgood

Polsky
Powell
Thompson

Torres

Vote after roll call:

Nay to Yea—Book

CS for CS for SB 512—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
building construction; amending s. 553.79, F.S.; requiring local building
code administrators, plans examiners, or inspectors to provide certain
information to the local enforcing agency under certain circumstances;
prohibiting local enforcing agencies from making or requiring sub-
stantive changes to plans or specifications after a permit has been is-
sued; providing exceptions; requiring local enforcing agencies that re-
quire substantive changes to plans or specifications after a permit has
been issued to provide certain information to the permitholder in
writing; providing that a plans examiner, inspector, or building code
administrator is subject to disciplinary action under certain circum-
stances; amending s. 633.208, F.S.; requiring local fire officials to pro-
vide certain information to a permit applicant if building plans do not
comply with the Florida Fire Prevention Code or the Life Safety Code;
prohibiting a municipality, county, or special district from making or
requiring substantive changes to building plans after a permit has been
issued; providing exceptions; requiring a local fire official to provide
certain information to the permitholder if a municipality, county, or
special district requires substantive changes to building plans after a
permit is issued; providing that a local fire official who is a certified
firesafety inspector is subject to disciplinary action under certain cir-
cumstances; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for CS for SB 512, pursuant to
Rule 3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for CS for HB 89 was
withdrawn from the Committee on Rules.

On motion by Senator Hooper—

CS for CS for HB 89—A bill to be entitled An act relating to building
construction; amending s. 489.105, F.S.; revising definitions; amending
s. 553.79, F.S.; requiring local building code administrators, plans ex-
aminers, or inspectors to provide certain information to the local en-
forcing agency under certain circumstances; prohibiting local enforcing
agencies from making or requiring substantive changes to plans or
specifications after a permit has been issued; providing exceptions; re-
quiring local enforcing agencies that require substantive changes to
plans or specifications after a permit has been issued to provide certain
information to the permitholder in writing; providing that a building
code administrator, plans examiner, or inspector is subject to dis-
ciplinary action under certain circumstances; amending s. 633.208, F.S.;
requiring local fire officials to provide certain information to a permit
applicant if building plans do not comply with the Florida Fire Pre-
vention Code or Life Safety Code; prohibiting a municipality, county, or
special district from making or requiring substantive changes to
building plans after a permit has been issued; providing exceptions;
requiring a local fire official to provide certain information to the per-
mitholder if a municipality, county, or special district requires sub-
stantive changes to building plans after a permit is issued; providing
that a local fire official who is a certified firesafety inspector is subject to
disciplinary action under certain circumstances; providing an effective
date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for SB 512
and read the second time by title.

Senator Hooper moved the following amendment which was adopted:

Amendment 1 (709506) (with title amendment)—Delete every-
thing after the enacting clause and insert:

Section 1. Subsection (2) of section 553.79, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:

553.79 Permits; applications; issuance; inspections.—

(2)(a)1. Except as provided in subsection (8), an enforcing agency
may not issue any permit for construction, erection, alteration, mod-
ification, repair, or demolition of any building or structure until the
local building code administrator or inspector has reviewed the plans
and specifications required by the Florida Building Code, or local
amendment thereto, for such proposal and found the plans to be in
compliance with the Florida Building Code. If the local building code
administrator or inspector finds that the plans are not in compliance
with the Florida Building Code, the local building code administrator or
inspector shall identify the specific plan features that do not comply
with the applicable codes, identify the specific code chapters and sec-
tions upon which the finding is based, and provide this information to
the local enforcing agency. If the building code administrator, plans
examiner, or inspector requests another local enforcing agency employee
or a person contracted by the local enforcing agency to review the plans
and that employee or person identifies specific plan features that do not
comply with the applicable codes, the building code administrator, plans
examiner, or inspector must provide this information to the local enfor-
cing agency. The local enforcing agency shall provide this information to
the permit applicant.

2. In addition, An enforcing agency may not issue any permit for
construction, erection, alteration, modification, repair, or demolition of
any building until the appropriate firesafety inspector certified pur-
suant to s. 633.216 has reviewed the plans and specifications required
by the Florida Building Code, or local amendment thereto, for such
proposal and found that the plans comply with the Florida Fire Pre-
vention Code and the Life Safety Code. Any building or structure which
is not subject to a firesafety code shall not be required to have its plans
reviewed by the firesafety inspector.

3. Any building or structure that is exempt from the local building
permit process may not be required to have its plans reviewed by the
local building code administrator. Industrial construction on sites
where design, construction, and firesafety are supervised by appro-
priate design and inspection professionals and which contain adequate
in-house fire departments and rescue squads is exempt, subject to local
government option, from review of plans and inspections, providing
owners certify that applicable codes and standards have been met and
supply appropriate approved drawings to local building and firesafety
inspectors.

4. The enforcing agency shall issue a permit to construct, erect,
alter, modify, repair, or demolish any building or structure when the
plans and specifications for such proposal comply with the Florida
Building Code and the Florida Fire Prevention Code and the Life Safety
Code as determined by the local authority in accordance with this
chapter and chapter 633.

(b) After the local enforcing agency issues a permit, the local enfor-
cing agency may not make or require any substantive changes to the
plans or specifications except changes required for compliance with the
Florida Building Code, the Florida Fire Prevention Code, or the Life
Safety Code, or local amendments thereto. If a local enforcing agency
makes or requires substantive changes to the plans or specifications after
a permit is issued, the local enforcing agency must identify the specific
plan features that do not comply with the applicable codes, identify the
specific code chapters and sections upon which the finding is based, and
provide the information to the permitholder in writing.

(c)1. A plans examiner or inspector who fails to provide the building
code administrator with the reasons for making or requiring substantive
changes to the plans or specifications is subject to disciplinary action
against his or her certificate under s. 468.621(1)(i).

2. A building code administrator who fails to provide a permit ap-
plicant or permitholder with the reasons for making or requiring sub-
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stantive changes to the plans or specifications is subject to disciplinary
action against his or her certificate under s. 468.621(1)(i).

Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 633.208, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:

633.208 Minimum firesafety standards.—

(2)(a) Pursuant to subsection (1), each municipality, county, and
special district with firesafety responsibilities shall enforce the Florida
Fire Prevention Code as the minimum firesafety code required by this
section.

(b) If a municipality, county, or special district determines that the
building plans for a building permit application do not comply with the
Florida Fire Prevention Code or the Life Safety Code, or local amend-
ments thereto, the local fire official must identify the specific plan fea-
tures that do not comply with the applicable codes, identify the specific
code chapters and sections upon which the determination is based, and
provide this information to the permit applicant.

(c) After a municipality, county, or special district issues a building
permit, it may not make or require any substantive changes to the
building plans except those required for compliance with the Florida
Fire Prevention Code or the Life Safety Code, or local amendments
thereto. If a municipality, county, or special district makes or requires
substantive changes to building plans after a permit is issued, the local
fire official must identify the specific plan features that do not comply
with the Florida Fire Prevention Code or the Life Safety Code, or local
amendments thereto, identify the specific code chapters and sections
upon which the finding is based, and provide this information to the
permitholder.

(d) A local fire official who is also a certified firesafety inspector and
who fails to comply with paragraph (b) or paragraph (c) is subject to
disciplinary action against his or her certificate under s. 633.216(5)(f).

Section 3. This act shall take effect July 1, 2023.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete everything before the enacting clause and insert: A bill to be
entitled An act relating to building construction; amending s. 553.79,
F.S.; requiring local building code administrators, plans examiners, or
inspectors to provide certain information to the local enforcing agency
under certain circumstances; prohibiting local enforcing agencies from
making or requiring substantive changes to plans or specifications after
a permit has been issued; providing exceptions; requiring local enfor-
cing agencies that require substantive changes to plans or specifications
after a permit has been issued to provide certain information to the
permitholder in writing; providing that a plans examiner, inspector, or
building code administrator is subject to disciplinary action under cer-
tain circumstances; amending s. 633.208, F.S.; requiring local fire offi-
cials to provide certain information to a permit applicant if building
plans do not comply with the Florida Fire Prevention Code or the Life
Safety Code; prohibiting a municipality, county, or special district from
making or requiring substantive changes to building plans after a
permit has been issued; providing exceptions; requiring a local fire of-
ficial to provide certain information to the permitholder if a munici-
pality, county, or special district requires substantive changes to
building plans after a permit is issued; providing that a local fire official
who is a certified firesafety inspector is subject to disciplinary action
under certain circumstances; providing an effective date.

On motion by Senator Hooper, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for HB
89, as amended, was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to
the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley

Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud
Collins
Davis
DiCeglie

Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin

Mayfield
Osgood
Perry
Pizzo
Polsky

Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson

Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1150—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the De-
partment of Agriculture and Consumer Services; amending s. 493.6105,
F.S.; making a technical change; revising requirements for applicants
for a Class “K” license; amending s. 493.6113, F.S.; revising the cir-
cumstances under which the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Affairs may waive firearms training requirements; revising require-
ments for applicants for a Class “K” license; requiring the Division of
Licensing of the department to establish a specified late fee by rule;
amending s. 493.6123, F.S.; authorizing the department to publish
certain information online in lieu of using a paper format; amending ss.
493.6304 and 493.6406, F.S.; making technical changes; amending s.
496.405, F.S.; revising requirements relating to registration fees for
certain charitable organizations, sponsors, and parent organizations;
amending s. 496.406, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by
the act; amending s. 527.01, F.S.; revising the definitions of the terms
“Category I liquefied petroleum gas dealer” and “Category V LP gas
installer”; creating s. 812.0151, F.S.; defining the term “fuel”; providing
criminal penalties for certain actions relating to retail fuel theft; re-
quiring law enforcement agencies to remove and reclaim, recycle, or
dispose of fuel in a specified manner; requiring judges to enter a spec-
ified order for persons convicted of violating specified provisions; spec-
ifying that convicted persons are responsible for certain costs and
payments; reenacting ss. 366.032(1)(e) and 489.105(3)(m), F.S., relating
to preemption over utility service restrictions and definitions, respec-
tively, to incorporate the amendments made by this act to s. 527.01,
F.S., in references thereto; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for SB 1150, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 1307 was withdrawn from
the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

On motion by Senator Ingoglia—

CS for HB 1307—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the De-
partment of Agriculture and Consumer Services; amending s. 493.6105,
F.S.; making a technical change; revising requirements for applicants
for a Class “K” license; amending s. 493.6113, F.S.; revising the cir-
cumstances under which the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services may waive firearms training requirements; revising require-
ments for applicants for a Class “K” license; requiring the Division of
Licensing of the department to establish a specified late fee by rule;
amending s. 493.6123, F.S.; authorizing the department to publish
certain information online in lieu of using a paper format; amending ss.
493.6304 and 493.6406, F.S.; making technical changes; amending s.
496.405, F.S.; revising requirements relating to registration fees for
certain charitable organizations, sponsors, and parent organizations;
amending s. 496.406, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by
the act; amending s. 527.01, F.S.; revising the definitions of the terms
“Category I liquefied petroleum gas dealer” and “Category V LP gas
installer”; creating s. 812.0151, F.S.; defining the term “fuel”; providing
criminal penalties for certain actions relating to retail fuel theft; re-
quiring law enforcement agencies to remove and reclaim, recycle, or
dispose of fuel in a specified manner; requiring judges to enter a spec-
ified order for persons convicted of violating specified provisions; spec-
ifying that convicted persons are responsible for certain costs and
payments; reenacting ss. 366.032(1)(e) and 489.105(3)(m), F.S., relating
to preemption over utility service restrictions and definitions, respec-
tively, to incorporate the amendments made by this act to s. 527.01,
F.S., in references thereto; providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 1150 and
read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Ingoglia, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 1307
was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The
vote on passage was:
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Yeas—37

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Davis

CS for CS for SB 1586—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
residential tenancies; creating s. 83.425, F.S.; preempting the regula-
tion of residential tenancies and the landlord-tenant relationship to the
state; specifying that the act supersedes certain local regulations;
amending ss. 83.57 and 83.575, F.S.; revising how much notice is re-
quired to terminate certain tenancies; creating s. 83.576, F.S.; requiring
a landlord to provide advance written notice of rent increases under
certain circumstances; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for CS for SB 1586, pursuant to
Rule 3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 1417 was withdrawn
from the Committee on Rules.

On motion by Senator Trumbull—

CS for HB 1417—A bill to be entitled An act relating to residential
tenancies; creating s. 83.425, F.S.; preempting the regulation of re-
sidential tenancies and the landlord-tenant relationship to the state;
specifying that the act supersedes certain local regulations; amending
ss. 83.57 and 83.575, F.S.; revising how much notice is required to
terminate certain tenancies; providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for SB 1586
and read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Trumbull, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 1417
was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The
vote on passage was:

Yeas—29

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton

Calatayud
Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia

Martin
Mayfield
Perry
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—8

Berman
Book
Osgood

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell

Thompson
Torres

Vote after roll call:

Nay—Davis

Yea to Nay—Stewart

CS for CS for CS for SB 1158—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to the Department of Financial Services; amending s. 20.121, F.S.; re-
vising powers and duties of the department’s Division of Investigative
and Forensic Services; deleting the department’s Strategic Markets
Research and Assessment Unit; amending s. 112.215, F.S.; redefining
the term “employee” as “government employee” and revising the defi-
nition of the term; revising eligibility for plans of deferred compensation
established by the Chief Financial Officer; revising the membership of
the Deferred Compensation Advisory Council; making technical chan-
ges; amending s. 215.55952, F.S.; revising the initial date and sub-
sequent intervals in which the Chief Financial Officer must provide the
Governor and the Legislature with a report on the economic impact of
certain hurricanes; amending s. 274.01, F.S.; revising the definition of
the term “governmental unit” for purposes of ch. 274, F.S.; amending s.
440.13, F.S.; authorizing, rather than requiring, a judge of compensa-
tion claims to order an injured employee’s evaluation by an expert
medical advisor under certain circumstances; revising the schedules of
maximum reimbursement allowances determined by the three-member
panel under the Workers’ Compensation Law; revising reimbursement
requirements for certain providers; requiring the department to an-
nually notify carriers and self-insurers of certain schedules; requiring
the publication of a schedule in a certain manner; providing construc-
tion; revising factors the panel must consider in establishing the uni-
form schedule of maximum reimbursement allowances; deleting certain
standards for practice parameters; amending s. 440.385, F.S.; revising
eligibility requirements for the board of directors of the Florida Self-
Insurers Guaranty Association, Incorporated; providing construction;
authorizing the Chief Financial Officer to remove a director under
certain circumstances; specifying requirements for, and restrictions on,
directors; prohibiting directors and employees of the association from
knowingly accepting certain gifts or expenditures; providing penalties;
amending s. 497.005, F.S.; adding and revising definitions for purposes
of the Florida Funeral, Cemetery, and Consumer Services Act;
amending s. 624.1265, F.S.; revising conditions for a nonprofit religious
organization to be exempt from requirements of the Florida Insurance
Code; amending s. 624.501, F.S.; deleting an application filing and li-
cense fee for reinsurance intermediaries; amending s. 626.015, F.S.;
revising the definition of the term “association” for purposes of part I of
ch. 626, F.S.; amending s. 626.171, F.S.; deleting the authority of de-
signated examination centers to take fingerprints of applicants for a
license as an agent, customer representative, adjuster, service repre-
sentative, or reinsurance intermediary; amending s. 626.173, F.S.;
providing that a certain notice requirement for certain licensed in-
surance agencies ceasing the transacting of insurance does not apply to
certain kinds of insurance; amending s. 626.207, F.S.; revising viola-
tions for which the department must adopt rules establishing specific
penalties; amending s. 626.221, F.S.; adding a certification that ex-
empts an applicant for license as an all-lines adjuster from an ex-
amination requirement; amending s. 626.2815, F.S.; revising continuing
education requirements for certain insurance representatives; amend-
ing s. 626.321, F.S.; deleting certain requirements for, and restrictions
on, licensees of specified limited licenses; adding a limited license for
transacting preneed funeral agreement insurance; specifying conditions
for issuing such license without an examination; amending s. 626.611,
F.S.; revising specified grounds for compulsory disciplinary actions
taken by the department against insurance representatives; amending
s. 626.621, F.S.; adding grounds for discretionary disciplinary actions
taken by the department against insurance representatives; amending
s. 626.7492, F.S.; revising definitions of the terms “producer” and “re-
insurance intermediary manager”; revising licensure requirements for
reinsurance intermediary brokers and reinsurance intermediary man-
agers; deleting the authority of the department to refuse to issue a
reinsurance intermediary license under certain circumstances;
amending s. 626.752, F.S.; requiring the department to suspend the
authority of an insurer or employer to appoint licensees under certain
circumstances relating to the exchange of insurance business; amend-
ing s. 626.785, F.S.; authorizing certain persons to obtain a limited
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license to sell only policies of life insurance covering the expense of a
prearrangement for funeral services or merchandise; amending ss.
626.793 and 626.837, F.S.; requiring the department to suspend the
authority of an insurer or employer to appoint licensees under certain
circumstances relating to the acceptance of excess or rejected insurance
business; amending s. 626.8411, F.S.; providing that certain notice re-
quirements do not apply to title insurance agents or title insurance
agencies; amending s. 626.8437, F.S.; adding grounds for compulsory
disciplinary actions taken by the department against a title insurance
agent or agency; amending s. 626.844, F.S.; adding grounds for discre-
tionary disciplinary actions taken by the department against a title
insurance agent or agency; amending s. 626.8473, F.S.; revising re-
quirements for engaging in the business as an escrow agent in con-
nection with real estate closing transactions; amending s. 626.854, F.S.;
revising applicability of a prohibited act relating to public insurance
adjusters; amending s. 626.874, F.S.; revising eligibility requirements
for the department’s issuance of licenses to catastrophe or emergency
adjusters; revising grounds on which the department may deny such
license; amending s. 626.9892, F.S.; revising a condition and adding
violations for which the department may pay rewards under the Anti-
Fraud Reward Program; amending s. 626.9957, F.S.; providing for the
expiration of a health coverage navigator’s registration under certain
circumstances; specifying a restriction on expired registrations;
amending s. 627.351, F.S.; revising requirements for membership of the
Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association; providing
construction; specifying a requirement for filling vacancies; authorizing
the Chief Financial Officer to remove board members under certain
circumstances; providing requirements for, and restrictions on, board
members; providing penalties; amending s. 627.4215, F.S.; revising the
applicability of disclosure requirements for health insurers relating to
behavioral health insurance coverage; amending s. 627.7015, F.S.;
specifying when a disputed property insurance claim becomes eligible
for mediation; prohibiting an insurer from requiring mediation under
certain circumstances; providing construction; providing that fees for a
rescheduled mediation conference be assessed by the department rather
than the administrator; authorizing the department to suspend an in-
surer’s authority to appoint licensees under certain circumstances;
amending s. 627.7074, F.S.; authorizing the department to designate, by
written contract or agreement, an entity or a person to administer the
alternative dispute resolution process for sinkhole insurance claims;
amending s. 627.745, F.S.; revising requirements and procedures for the
mediation of personal injury claims under a motor vehicle insurance
policy; requiring the department to adopt specified rules relating to a
motor vehicle claims insurance mediation program; authorizing the
department to designate a person or entity to serve as administrator;
amending s. 631.141, F.S.; authorizing the department in receivership
proceedings to take certain actions as a domiciliary receiver; amending
s. 631.252, F.S.; revising conditions under which policies and contracts
of insolvent insurers are canceled; amending ss. 631.56, 631.716,
631.816, and 631.912, F.S.; revising membership eligibility require-
ments for the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association, the Florida Life
and Health Insurance Guaranty Association, the Florida Health
Maintenance Organization Consumer Assistance Plan, and the Florida
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Guaranty Association, Incorporated,
respectively; providing construction; authorizing the Chief Financial
Officer to remove a board member under certain circumstances; speci-
fying requirements for, and restrictions on, board members; providing
penalties; creating s. 633.1423, F.S.; defining the term “organization”;
authorizing the Division of State Fire Marshal to establish a direct-
support organization; specifying the purpose of and requirements for
the organization; specifying requirements for the organization’s written
contract and board of directors; providing requirements for the use of
property, annual budgets and reports, an annual audit, and the divi-
sion’s receipt of proceeds; authorizing moneys received to be held in a
depository account; providing for future repeal; amending s. 634.181,
F.S.; adding grounds for compulsory disciplinary actions by the de-
partment against motor vehicle service agreement salespersons; re-
quiring the department to immediately temporarily suspend a license or
appointment under certain circumstances; prohibiting a person from
transacting insurance business after such suspension; authorizing the
department to adopt rules; amending s. 634.191, F.S.; revising grounds
for discretionary disciplinary actions by the department against motor
vehicle service agreement salespersons; requiring salespersons to sub-

mit certain documents to the department; authorizing the department
to adopt rules; amending s. 634.320, F.S.; revising grounds for com-
pulsory disciplinary actions by the department against home warranty
association sales representatives; requiring the department to im-
mediately temporarily suspend a license or appointment under certain
circumstances; prohibiting a person from transacting insurance busi-
ness after such suspension; authorizing the department to adopt rules;
amending s. 634.321, F.S.; revising grounds for discretionary dis-
ciplinary actions by the department against home warranty association
sales representatives; authorizing the department to adopt rules;
amending s. 634.419, F.S.; providing that specified home solicitation
sale requirements do not apply to certain persons relating to the soli-
citation of service warranty or related service or product sales;
amending s. 634.422, F.S.; revising grounds for compulsory disciplinary
actions by the department against service warranty association sales
representatives; requiring the department to immediately temporarily
suspend a license or appointment under certain circumstances; prohi-
biting a person from transacting insurance business after such sus-
pension; authorizing the department to adopt rules; amending s.
634.423, F.S.; revising grounds for discretionary disciplinary actions by
the department against service warranty association sales representa-
tives; authorizing the department to adopt rules; reordering and
amending s. 648.25, F.S.; defining and redefining terms; amending s.
648.26, F.S.; authorizing certain actions by the department or the Office
of Insurance Regulation relating to certain confidential records relating
to bail bond agents; amending s. 648.27, F.S.; deleting a provision re-
lating to the continuance of a temporary bail bond agent license;
amending s. 648.285, F.S.; revising requirements, conditions, and pro-
cedures for a bail bond agency license; providing applicability; con-
forming a provision to changes made by the act; amending s. 648.30,
F.S.; revising requirements and conditions for the licensure and ap-
pointment as a bail bond agent or bail bond agency; conforming a pro-
vision to changes made by the act; amending s. 648.31, F.S.; specifying
that there is no fee for the issuance of any appointment to a bail bond
agency; conforming a provision to changes made by the act; amending s.
648.34, F.S.; revising qualifications for a bail bond agent license; con-
forming a provision to changes made by the act; amending s. 648.355,
F.S.; deleting provisions relating to temporary licenses as a limited
surety agent or professional bail bond agent; specifying requirements
for an individual licensed as a temporary bail bond agent to qualify for
bail bond agent license; prohibiting the department from issuing a
temporary bail bond agent license beginning on a specified date; pro-
viding construction relating to existing temporary licenses; amending s.
648.382, F.S.; revising requirements for the appointment of bail bond
agents or bail bond agencies; conforming a provision to changes made by
the act; amending s. 648.386, F.S.; defining the term “classroom in-
struction”; revising requirements for approval and certification as an
approved limited surety agent and professional bail bond agent con-
tinuing education school; amending s. 648.387, F.S.; renaming primary
bail bond agents as bail bond agents in charge; revising the depart-
ment’s disciplinary authority; revising prohibited actions and the ap-
plicability of such prohibitions; providing for the automatic expiration of
a bail bond agency’s license under certain circumstances; creating s.
648.3875, F.S.; providing requirements for applying for designation as a
bail bond agent in charge; amending s. 648.39, F.S.; revising applica-
bility of provisions relating to termination of appointments of certain
agents and agencies; repealing s. 648.41, F.S., relating to termination of
appointment of temporary bail bond agents; amending s. 648.42, F.S.;
conforming a provision to changes made by the act; making a technical
change; amending s. 648.44, F.S.; revising applicability of prohibited
acts; revising and specifying prohibited acts of bail bond agents and bail
bond agencies; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 648.441, F.S.; revising applicability of a prohibition against
furnishing supplies to an unlicensed bail bond agent; amending s.
648.46, F.S.; authorizing certain actions by the department or the office
relating to certain confidential records relating to bail bond agents;
amending s. 648.50, F.S.; revising applicability of provisions relating to
disciplinary actions taken by the department; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending s. 717.135, F.S.; revising a re-
quirement for, and a prohibition on, claimants’ representatives relating
to unclaimed property recovery agreements and purchase agreements;
providing construction; amending s. 843.021, F.S.; revising a defense to
an unlawful possession of a concealed handcuff key; amending ss.
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631.152, 631.398, and 903.09, F.S.; conforming cross-references; rati-
fying specified rules of the department; providing construction; pro-
viding effective dates.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for CS for CS for SB 1158,
pursuant to Rule 3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for CS for HB
487 was withdrawn from the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

On motion by Senator DiCeglie—

CS for CS for HB 487—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
Department of Financial Services; amending s. 20.121, F.S.; revising
powers and duties of the Division of Investigative and Forensic Services
of the Department of Financial Services; deleting provisions relating to
establishment of the department’s Strategic Markets Research and
Assessment Unit; amending s. 112.215, F.S.; redefining the term “em-
ployee” as “government employee” and revising the definition of the
term; revising eligibility for plans of deferred compensation established
by the Chief Financial Officer; revising the membership of the Deferred
Compensation Advisory Council; making technical changes; amending
s. 215.55952, F.S.; revising the intervals in which the Chief Financial
Officer must provide the Governor and the Legislature with a report on
the economic impact of certain hurricanes; amending s. 274.01, F.S.;
revising the definition of the term “governmental unit” for purposes of
ch. 274, F.S.; amending s. 440.13, F.S.; authorizing, rather than re-
quiring, a judge of compensation claims to order an injured employee’s
evaluation by an expert medical advisor under certain circumstances;
revising the schedules of maximum reimbursement allowances de-
termined by the three-member panel under the Workers’ Compensation
Law; revising reimbursement requirements for certain providers; re-
quiring the department to annually notify carriers and self-insurers of
certain schedules; requiring the publication of such schedules in a cer-
tain manner; providing construction; revising factors the panel must
consider in establishing the uniform schedule of maximum reimburse-
ment allowances; deleting certain standards for practice parameters;
amending s. 440.385, F.S.; revising eligibility requirements for the
board of directors of the Florida Self-Insurers Guaranty Association,
Incorporated; authorizing the Chief Financial Officer to remove a di-
rector under certain circumstances; specifying requirements for, and
restrictions on, directors; prohibiting directors and employees of the
association from knowingly accepting certain gifts or expenditures;
providing penalties; amending s. 497.005, F.S.; adding and revising
definitions for purposes of the Florida Funeral, Cemetery, and Con-
sumer Services Act; amending s. 624.1265, F.S.; revising conditions for
a nonprofit religious organization to be exempt from requirements of
the Florida Insurance Code; amending s. 624.501, F.S.; deleting an
application filing and license fee for reinsurance intermediaries;
amending s. 626.015, F.S.; revising the definition of the term “associa-
tion” for purposes of part I of ch. 626, F.S.; amending s. 626.171, F.S.;
deleting the authority of designated examination centers to take fin-
gerprints of applicants for a license as an agent, customer representa-
tive, adjuster, service representative, or reinsurance intermediary;
amending s. 626.173, F.S.; providing that a certain notice requirement
for certain licensed insurance agencies ceasing the transacting of in-
surance does not apply to certain kinds of insurance; amending s.
626.207, F.S.; revising violations for which the department must adopt
rules establishing specific penalties; amending s. 626.221, F.S.; adding
a certification that exempts an applicant for license as an all-lines ad-
juster from an examination requirement; amending s. 626.2815, F.S.;
revising continuing education requirements for certain insurance rep-
resentatives; amending s. 626.321, F.S.; deleting certain requirements
for, and restrictions on, licensees of specified limited licenses; adding a
limited license for transacting preneed funeral agreement insurance;
specifying conditions for issuing such license without an examination;
amending s. 626.611, F.S.; revising specified grounds for compulsory
disciplinary actions taken by the department against insurance repre-
sentatives; amending s. 626.621, F.S.; adding grounds for discretionary
disciplinary actions taken by the department against insurance repre-
sentatives; amending s. 626.7492, F.S.; revising definitions of the terms
“producer” and “reinsurance intermediary manager”; revising licensure
requirements for reinsurance intermediary brokers and reinsurance
intermediary managers; deleting the authority of the department to
refuse to issue a reinsurance intermediary license under certain cir-
cumstances; amending s. 626.752, F.S.; requiring the department to
suspend the authority of an insurer or employer to appoint licensees

under certain circumstances relating to the exchange of insurance
business; amending s. 626.785, F.S.; authorizing certain persons to
obtain a limited license to sell only policies of life insurance covering the
expense of a prearrangement for funeral services or merchandise;
amending ss. 626.793 and 626.837, F.S.; requiring the department to
suspend the authority of an insurer or employer to appoint licensees
under certain circumstances relating to the acceptance of excess or re-
jected insurance business; amending s. 626.8411, F.S.; providing that
certain notice requirements do not apply to title insurance agents or
title insurance agencies; amending s. 626.8437, F.S.; adding grounds for
compulsory disciplinary actions taken by the department against a title
insurance agent or agency; amending s. 626.844, F.S.; adding grounds
for discretionary disciplinary actions taken by the department against a
title insurance agent or agency; amending s. 626.8473, F.S.; revising
requirements for engaging in the business as an escrow agent in con-
nection with real estate closing transactions; amending s. 626.854, F.S.;
revising applicability of a prohibited act relating to public insurance
adjusters; amending s. 626.874, F.S.; revising eligibility requirements
for the department’s issuance of licenses to catastrophe or emergency
adjusters; revising grounds on which the department may deny such
license; amending s. 626.9892, F.S.; revising a condition and adding
violations for which the department may pay rewards under the Anti-
Fraud Reward Program; amending s. 626.9957, F.S.; providing for the
expiration of a health coverage navigator’s registration under certain
circumstances; specifying a restriction on expired registrations;
amending s. 627.351, F.S.; revising requirements for membership of the
Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association; specifying
a requirement for filling vacancies; authorizing the Chief Financial
Officer to remove board members under certain circumstances; pro-
viding requirements for, and restrictions on, board members; providing
penalties; amending s. 627.4215, F.S.; specifying the health insurers
that are required to make certain disclosure relating to behavioral
health insurance care services available on their websites and in notices
to their insureds; amending s. 627.7015, F.S.; providing that a disputed
property insurance claim is not eligible for mediation until certain
conditions are met; providing construction; providing that fees for a
rescheduled mediation conference be assessed by the department rather
than the administrator; authorizing the department to suspend an in-
surer’s authority to appoint licensees under certain circumstances;
amending s. 627.7074, F.S.; authorizing the department to designate, by
written contract or agreement, an entity or a person to administer the
alternative dispute resolution process for sinkhole insurance claims;
amending s. 627.745, F.S.; revising requirements and procedures for the
mediation of personal injury claims under a motor vehicle insurance
policy; requiring the department to adopt specified rules relating to a
motor vehicle claims insurance mediation program; authorizing the
department to designate a person or entity to serve as administrator;
amending s. 631.141, F.S.; authorizing the department in receivership
proceedings to take certain actions as a domiciliary receiver; amending
s. 631.252, F.S.; revising conditions under which policies and contracts
of insolvent insurers are canceled; amending ss. 631.56, 631.716,
631.816, and 631.912, F.S.; revising membership eligibility require-
ments for the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association, the Florida Life
and Health Insurance Guaranty Association, the Florida Health
Maintenance Organization Consumer Assistance Plan, and the Florida
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Guaranty Association, Incorporated,
respectively; authorizing the Chief Financial Officer to remove a board
member under certain circumstances; specifying requirements for, on
restrictions on, board members; providing penalties; creating s.
633.1423, F.S.; defining the term “organization”; authorizing the Divi-
sion of State Fire Marshal to establish a direct-support organization;
specifying the purpose of and requirements for the organization; spec-
ifying requirements for the organization’s written contract and board of
directors; providing requirements for the use of property, annual bud-
gets and reports, an annual audit, and the division’s receipt of proceeds;
authorizing moneys received to be held in a depository account; pro-
viding for future repeal; amending s. 634.181, F.S.; adding grounds for
compulsory disciplinary actions by the department against motor ve-
hicle service agreement salespersons; requiring the department to im-
mediately temporarily suspend a license or appointment under certain
circumstances; prohibiting a person from transacting insurance busi-
ness after such suspension; authorizing the department to adopt rules;
amending s. 634.191, F.S.; revising grounds for discretionary dis-
ciplinary actions by the department against motor vehicle service
agreement salespersons; requiring salespersons to submit certain
documents to the department; authorizing the department to adopt
rules; amending s. 634.320, F.S.; revising grounds for compulsory dis-
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ciplinary actions by the department against home warranty association
sales representatives; requiring the department to immediately tem-
porarily suspend a license or appointment under certain circumstances;
prohibiting a person from transacting insurance business after such
suspension; authorizing the department to adopt rules; amending s.
634.321, F.S.; revising grounds for discretionary disciplinary actions by
the department against home warranty association sales representa-
tives; authorizing the department to adopt rules; amending s. 634.419,
F.S.; providing that specified home solicitation sale requirements do not
apply to certain persons relating to the solicitation of service warranty
or related service or product sales; amending s. 634.422, F.S.; revising
grounds for compulsory disciplinary actions by the department against
service warranty association sales representatives; requiring the de-
partment to immediately temporarily suspend a license or appointment
under certain circumstances; prohibiting a person from transacting
insurance business after such suspension; authorizing the department
to adopt rules; amending s. 634.423, F.S.; revising grounds for discre-
tionary disciplinary actions by the department against service warranty
association sales representatives; authorizing the department to adopt
rules; reordering and amending s. 648.25, F.S.; defining and redefining
terms; amending s. 648.26, F.S.; authorizing certain actions by the de-
partment or the Office of Insurance Regulation relating to certain
confidential records relating to bail bond agents; amending s. 648.27,
F.S.; deleting a provision relating to the continuance of a temporary bail
bond agent license; amending s. 648.285, F.S.; revising requirements,
conditions, and procedures for a bail bond agency license; providing
applicability; conforming a provision to changes made by the act;
amending s. 648.30, F.S.; revising requirements and conditions for the
licensure and appointment as a bail bond agent or bail bond agency;
conforming a provision to changes made by the act; amending s. 648.31,
F.S.; specifying that there is no fee for the issuance of any appointment
to a bail bond agency; conforming a provision to changes made by the
act; amending s. 648.34, F.S.; revising qualifications for a bail bond
agent license; conforming a provision to changes made by the act;
amending s. 648.355, F.S.; deleting provisions relating to temporary
licenses as a limited surety agent or professional bail bond agent;
specifying requirements for an individual licensed as a temporary bail
bond agent to qualify for bail bond agent license; prohibiting the de-
partment from issuing a temporary bail bond agent license beginning on
a specified date; providing construction relating to existing temporary
licenses; amending s. 648.382, F.S.; revising requirements for the ap-
pointment of bail bond agents or bail bond agencies; conforming a
provision to changes made by the act; amending s. 648.386, F.S.; de-
fining the term “classroom instruction”; revising requirements for ap-
proval and certification as an approved limited surety agent and pro-
fessional bail bond agent continuing education school; amending s.
648.387, F.S.; renaming primary bail bond agents as bail bond agents in
charge; revising the department’s disciplinary authority; revising pro-
hibited actions and the applicability of such prohibitions; providing for
the automatic expiration of a bail bond agency license under certain
circumstances; creating s. 648.3875, F.S.; providing requirements for
applying for designation as a bail bond agent in charge; amending s.
648.39, F.S.; revising applicability of provisions relating to termination
of appointments of certain agents and agencies; repealing s. 648.41,
F.S., relating to termination of appointment of temporary bail bond
agents; amending s. 648.42, F.S.; conforming a provision to changes
made by the act; making a technical change; amending s. 648.44, F.S.;
revising applicability of prohibited acts; revising and specifying pro-
hibited acts of bail bond agents and bail bond agencies; conforming
provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 648.441, F.S.; re-
vising applicability of a prohibition against furnishing supplies to an
unlicensed bail bond agent; amending s. 648.46, F.S.; authorizing cer-
tain actions by the department or the office relating to certain con-
fidential records relating to bail bond agents; amending s. 648.50, F.S.;
revising applicability of provisions relating to disciplinary actions taken
by the department; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 717.135, F.S.; revising a requirement for, and a prohibition
on, claimants’ representatives relating to unclaimed property recovery
agreements and purchase agreements; providing construction; amend-
ing s. 843.021, F.S.; revising a defense to an unlawful possession of a
concealed handcuff key; amending ss. 631.152, 631.398, and 903.09,
F.S.; conforming cross-references; ratifying specified rules of the Florida
Administrative Code relating to “Florida Workers’ Compensation
Health Care Provider Reimbursement Manual,” “Health Care Provider
Medical Billing and Reporting Responsibilities,” and “Insurer Author-
ization and Medical Bill Review Responsibilities”; providing construc-
tion; creating s. 280.12, F.S.; requiring the Chief Financial Officer to

designate certain credit unions as qualified public depositories under
certain circumstances; requiring the Chief Financial Officer to adopt
rules; providing a directive to the Division of Law Revision; providing
effective dates.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for CS for
SB 1158 and read the second time by title.

Senator DiCeglie moved the following amendments which were
adopted:

Amendment 1 (861932) (with title amendment)—Between lines
1058 and 1059 insert:

Section 19. Contingent upon SB 418 or similar legislation in the
2023 Regular Session or an extension thereof becoming a law, section
626.7315, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

626.7315 Prohibition against the unlicensed transaction of general
lines insurance.—With respect to any line of authority as defined in s.
626.015(7), no individual shall, unless licensed as a general lines agent:

(1) Solicit insurance or procure applications therefor;

(2) In this state, receive or issue a receipt for any money on account
of or for any insurer, or receive or issue a receipt for money from other
persons to be transmitted to any insurer for a policy, contract, or cer-
tificate of insurance or any renewal thereof, even though the policy,
certificate, or contract is not signed by him or her as agent or repre-
sentative of the insurer, except as provided in s. 626.0428(1);

(3) Directly or indirectly represent himself or herself to be an agent
of any insurer or as an agent, to collect or forward any insurance pre-
mium, or to solicit, negotiate, effect, procure, receive, deliver, or for-
ward, directly or indirectly, any insurance contract or renewal thereof
or any endorsement relating to an insurance contract, or attempt to
effect the same, of property or insurable business activities or interests,
located in this state;

(4) In this state, engage or hold himself or herself out as engaging in
the business of analyzing or abstracting insurance policies or of coun-
seling or advising or giving opinions, other than as a licensed attorney
at law, relative to insurance or insurance contracts, for fee, commission,
or other compensation, other than as a salaried bona fide full-time
employee so counseling and advising his or her employer relative to the
insurance interests of the employer and of the subsidiaries or business
affiliates of the employer;

(5) In any way, directly or indirectly, make or cause to be made, or
attempt to make or cause to be made, any contract of insurance for or on
account of any insurer;

(6) Solicit, negotiate, or in any way, directly or indirectly, effect in-
surance contracts, if a member of a partnership or association, or a
stockholder, officer, or agent of a corporation which holds an agency
appointment from any insurer; or

(7) Receive or transmit applications for suretyship, or receive for
delivery bonds founded on applications forwarded from this state, or
otherwise procure suretyship to be effected by a surety insurer upon the
bonds of persons in this state or upon bonds given to persons in this
state.

However, a livery operator may offer renters the ability to obtain cover-
age to satisfy the requirements of s. 327.54(7)(b)2. without a license or
appointment. However, the livery operator may not advise or inform the
prospective renter of specific coverage provisions, exclusions, or limita-
tions, and the signed acknowledgement must identify the licensed in-
surer or agent that transacted the livery’s insurance policy. If such cov-
erage is offered for a price, all compensation received for such coverage
must be remitted by the livery to the insurer or agent that transacted the
livery’s insurance policy.

And the title is amended as follows:

Between lines 80 and 81 insert: amending s. 626.7315, F.S.; au-
thorizing a livery operator, without a license or an appointment but
subject to certain conditions, to offer certain coverage to renters;
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Amendment 2 (118852) (with title amendment)—Delete lines
3309-3342.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete lines 297-302 and insert: Responsibilities”; providing con-
struction; providing

On motion by Senator DiCeglie, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for
HB 487, as amended, was read the third time by title, passed, and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—37

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Davis

SB 1246—A bill to be entitled An act relating to truth in legal ad-
vertising; creating s. 501.139, F.S.; defining terms; specifying prohibited
practices relating to advertisements for legal services; requiring persons
and entities that issue advertisements to solicit certain clients to in-
clude specified information and statements in such advertisements;
providing for both written and verbal statements in advertisements for
legal services; providing requirements for such written and verbal
statements; providing that the person or entity that issues an adver-
tisement is solely responsible for ensuring its compliance with specified
provisions; providing media entities with immunity from liability for
disseminating another person’s or entity’s advertisement that violates
specified provisions; providing applicability; prohibiting the use, ob-
taining, sale, transfer, or disclosure of a consumer’s protected health
information for a specified purpose without written authorization;
providing an exception; providing that certain violations are deemed
deceptive and unfair trade practices; providing construction; providing
an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of SB 1246, pursuant to Rule 3.11(3),
there being no objection, CS for HB 1205 was withdrawn from the
Committee on Rules.

On motion by Senator Yarborough—

CS for HB 1205—A bill to be entitled An act relating to advertise-
ments for legal services; creating s. 501.139, F.S.; defining terms;
specifying prohibited practices relating to advertisements for legal
services; requiring persons and entities that issue advertisements for
legal services to solicit certain clients to include specified information
and statements in such advertisements; providing requirements for
such written and verbal statements; providing that the person or entity
that issues an advertisement for legal services is solely responsible for
ensuring such advertisements comply with specified provisions; pro-
viding media entities with immunity from liability for disseminating
another person’s or entity’s advertisement for legal services which vio-
lates specified provisions; providing applicability; prohibiting the use,
obtaining, sale, transfer, or disclosure of a consumer’s protected health
information for a specified purpose without written authorization;
providing an exception; providing that certain violations are deemed

deceptive and unfair trade practices; providing construction; providing
an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for SB 1246 and read the
second time by title.

Senator Polsky moved the following amendment which failed:

Amendment 1 (201036) (with title amendment)—Delete line 134
and insert:
this chapter. Notwithstanding any other provision under part II of this
chapter, the department is the sole enforcement entity for violations and
remedies under this section.

(9) As a prerequisite to any action available under this section, the
department must provide written notice of the alleged violation to the
person or entity that issued the advertisement. The person or entity that
issued the advertisement has 15 days after receipt of the notice to cure the
violation or discontinue publishing the advertisement. If the person or
entity that issued the advertisement cures the violation or discontinues
publication of the advertisement within this 15-day period, an action
against such person or entity may not arise from the noticed violation.

(10) This section may not be construed to create a private right of
action.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete line 22 and insert: and unfair trade practices; providing that
the Department of Legal Affairs is the sole entity responsible for en-
forcement of specified provisions; requiring the department to provide
written notice of alleged violations to the person or entity that issued
the advertisement; providing such persons or entities a specified time-
frame to cure the violation or discontinue publication of the advertise-
ment; providing that an action may not arise from the noticed violation
if such person or entity cures the violation or discontinues the pub-
lication within the specified timeframe; providing construction;

On motion by Senator Yarborough, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB
1205 was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House.
The vote on passage was:

Yeas—26

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton

Calatayud
Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia

Mayfield
Perry
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—11

Berman
Book
Bradley
Grall

Martin
Osgood
Pizzo
Polsky

Powell
Thompson
Torres

Vote after roll call:

Nay—Davis

CS for SB 1104—A bill to be entitled An act relating to victim
compensation claims; amending s. 960.07, F.S.; authorizing the De-
partment of Legal Affairs to issue waivers of any claim filing deadlines
for specified victim claims for compensation upon a showing that a delay
in filing the application occurred because of a delay in the testing of, or
delay in the DNA profile matching from, a sexual assault forensic ex-
amination kit or biological material collected as evidence related to a
sexual offense; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
making technical changes; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.
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Pending further consideration of CS for SB 1104, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 1577 was withdrawn from
the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

On motion by Senator Wright—

CS for HB 1577—A bill to be entitled An act relating to crime victim
compensation claims; amending s. 960.07, F.S.; providing for waiver of
deadlines for filing victim compensation claims if the delay occurred
because of a delay in the testing of or DNA profile matching from ma-
terial collected as evidence related to a sexual offense; providing an
effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 1104 and
read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Wright, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 1577
was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The
vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1130—A bill to be entitled An act relating to clerks of
court; amending s. 28.101, F.S.; revising the collections requirements of
a clerk of court when a party petitions for a dissolution of marriage;
amending s. 28.2401, F.S.; revising the collections requirements of a
clerk of court in probate matters; amending s. 28.241, F.S.; revising the
collections requirements of a clerk of court in trial and appellate pro-
ceedings; revising the allocation of filing fees in trial and appellate
proceedings in certain instances; amending s. 28.37, F.S.; revising the
collections requirements of a clerk of court as it relates to fines, fees,
service charges, and costs remitted to the state; providing an effective
date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for SB 1130, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 977 was withdrawn from
the Committee on Appropriations.

On motion by Senator Hutson—

CS for HB 977—A bill to be entitled An act relating to clerks of court;
amending s. 28.101, F.S.; revising the collections requirements of a
clerk of court when a party petitions for a dissolution of marriage;
amending s. 28.2401, F.S.; revising the collections requirements of a
clerk of court in probate matters; amending s. 28.241, F.S.; revising the
collections requirements of a clerk of court in trial and appellate pro-
ceedings; revising the allocation of filing fees in trial and appellate
proceedings in certain instances; amending s. 28.37, F.S.; revising the
collections requirements of a clerk of court as it relates to fines, fees,
service charges, and costs remitted to the state; providing an effective
date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 1130 and
read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Hutson, by two-thirds vote,CS for HB 977 was
read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote
on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for CS for SB 748—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the My
Safe Florida Home Program; amending s. 215.5586, F.S.; providing that
licensed, rather than certified, inspectors are to provide hurricane mi-
tigation inspections of site-built, single-family, residential properties
that have been granted a homestead exemption; authorizing an in-
spector to inspect townhouses to determine if a certain mitigation would
provide improvements to mitigate hurricane damage; revising the in-
formation provided to homeowners as part of a hurricane mitigation
inspection; revising the hurricane mitigation inspectors that may be
selected by the Department of Financial Services to provide hurricane
mitigation inspections; deleting a provision requiring the department to
implement a certain quality assurance program; revising the criteria for
mitigation grant eligibility for homeowners; deleting a provision that
subjects mitigation projects to random reinspection for a specified
timeframe; revising the improvements for eligible homes for which
mitigation grants may be used; providing that such grants for town-
houses may be used only for a specified purpose; authorizing the de-
partment to adopt a specified rule; revising the amount low-income
homeowners may receive from the department under the grant pro-
gram; deleting a provision authorizing low-income homeowners to use
grant funds for specified purposes; deleting a requirement that the
department establish specified criteria for prioritizing grant applica-
tions; authorizing, rather than requiring, the program to develop and
distribute certain brochures to specified persons; deleting a provision
requiring certain contracts entered into by the department to be re-
viewed and approved by the Legislative Budget Commission; requiring
the department to develop a certain quality assurance and reinspection
program; revising the contents of the annual report the department is
required to deliver to the Legislature; conforming provisions to changes
made by the act; making technical changes; reenacting s. 215.5588(3),
F.S., relating to the Florida Disaster Recovery Program, to incorporate
the amendments made to s. 215.5586, F.S., in a reference thereto;
providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for CS for SB 748, pursuant to
Rule 3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 881 was withdrawn
from the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

On motion by Senator Boyd—

CS for HB 881—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the My Safe
Florida Home Program; amending s. 215.5586, F.S.; providing that li-
censed, rather than certified, inspectors are to provide hurricane miti-
gation inspections on site-built, single-family, residential properties
that have been granted a homestead exemption; authorizing an in-
spector to inspect townhouses to determine if a certain mitigation would
provide improvements to mitigate hurricane damage; revising the in-
formation provided to homeowners as part of a hurricane mitigation
inspection; revising the hurricane mitigation inspectors that may be
selected by the Department of Financial Services to provide hurricane
mitigation inspections; deleting a provision requiring the department to
implement a certain quality assurance program; revising the criteria for
mitigation grant eligibility for homeowners; deleting a provision that
subjects mitigation projects to random reinspection for a specified
timeframe; revising the improvements for eligible homes for which
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mitigation grants may be used; providing that such grants for town-
houses may be used only for a specified purpose; revising the amount
low-income homeowners may receive from the department under the
grant program; deleting a provision authorizing low-income home-
owners to use grant funds for specified purposes; deleting a requirement
that the department establish specified criteria for prioritizing grant
applications; authorizing, rather than requiring, the program to develop
and distribute certain brochures to specified persons; deleting a provi-
sion requiring certain contracts entered into by the department to be
reviewed and approved by the Legislative Budget Commission; requir-
ing the department to develop a certain quality assurance and re-
inspection program; revising the contents of the annual report the de-
partment is required to deliver to the Legislature; conforming
provisions to changes made by the act; making technical changes; re-
enacting s. 215.5588(3), F.S., relating to the Florida Disaster Recovery
Program, to incorporate the amendments made to s. 215.5586, F.S., in a
reference thereto; providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for SB 748
and read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Boyd, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 881 was
read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The vote
on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 486—A bill to be entitled An act relating to solicitation of
minors to commit lewd or lascivious acts; creating s. 794.053, F.S.;
prohibiting a person 24 years of age or older from soliciting a person 16
or 17 years of age in writing to commit a lewd or lascivious act; pro-
viding criminal penalties; amending s. 921.0022, F.S.; ranking an of-
fense on the offense severity chart of the Criminal Punishment Code;
providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for SB 486, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 431 was withdrawn from
the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

On motion by Senator Bradley—

CS for HB 431—A bill to be entitled An act relating to solicitation of
minors to commit lewd or lascivious acts; creating s. 794.053, F.S.;
prohibiting a person 24 years of age or older from soliciting a person 16
or 17 years of age in writing to commit a lewd or lascivious act; pro-
viding criminal penalties; amending s. 921.0022, F.S.; ranking an of-
fense on the offense severity chart of the Criminal Punishment Code;
providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 486 and read
the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Bradley, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 431
was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The
vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

CS for SB 1256—A bill to be entitled An act relating to preemption
over utility service restrictions; amending s. 366.032, F.S.; prohibiting
certain local governmental entities, subject to specified exceptions, from
enacting or enforcing a resolution, an ordinance, a rule, a code, or a
policy or from taking any action that restricts or prohibits or has the
effect of restricting or prohibiting the use of appliances; revising an
exception to preemption; defining the term “appliance”; providing an
effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for SB 1256, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for CS for HB 1281 was with-
drawn from the Committee on Rules.

On motion by Senator Collins—

CS for CS for HB 1281—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
preemption over utility service restrictions; amending. s. 366.032, F.S.;
prohibiting certain local governmental entities, subject to specified ex-
ceptions, from enacting or enforcing a resolution, an ordinance, a rule, a
code, or a policy or from taking any action that restricts or prohibits or
has the effect of restricting or prohibiting the use of appliances; revising
an exception to preemption; defining the term “appliance”; providing an
effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 1256 and
read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Collins, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for HB
1281 was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House.
The vote on passage was:

Yeas—33

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield

Osgood
Perry
Pizzo
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—4

Berman Book Polsky
Powell

Vote after roll call:

Nay—Davis
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SPECIAL RECOGNITION

Senator Pizzo recognized Senator Collins who was celebrating his
birthday this day.

Consideration of CS for SB 1596 was deferred.

CS for SB 1614—A bill to be entitled An act relating to public safety
emergency communications systems; amending s. 553.79, F.S.; requir-
ing a licensed contractor to submit a certain design if an interior radio
coverage and signal strength assessment of a new building determines a
two-way radio communications enhancement system installation is re-
quired; specifying restrictions on a local jurisdiction’s withholding
issuance of a temporary certificate of occupancy for the building; re-
quiring the local jurisdiction to require installation of such a system
within a certain timeframe; amending s. 633.202, F.S.; requiring new
and existing buildings to meet certain minimum radio signal strength
requirements, except under certain circumstances; specifying the au-
thority of local authorities having jurisdiction relating to two-way radio
communications enhancement systems; specifying requirements for,
and restrictions on, such authorities; providing requirements for ob-
taining and maintaining the consent of frequency license holders; ex-
empting certain occupancies and buildings from certain signal strength
and assessment requirements; providing applicability and construction;
requiring the State Fire Marshal to incorporate provisions in the Flor-
ida Fire Prevention Code; authorizing the State Fire Marshal to adopt
rules; amending s. 843.16, F.S.; exempting certain installations of two-
way radio communications enhancement systems from prohibitions
against the installation or transportation of certain radio equipment;
amending s. 440.103, F.S.; conforming a cross-reference; providing an
effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for SB 1614, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for HB 1575 was withdrawn from
the Committee on Rules.

On motion by Senator Rodriguez—

CS for HB 1575—A bill to be entitled An act relating to public safety
emergency communications systems; amending s. 553.79, F.S.; requir-
ing a licensed contractor to submit a design for a two-way radio com-
munication enhancement system under certain circumstances; prohi-
biting the local authority having jurisdiction from withholding a
temporary certificate of occupancy solely on the need for a two-way
radio communication enhancement system; requiring the installation of
such a system within a certain timeframe after the local authority
having jurisdiction approves the design; prohibiting extensions of a
temporary certificate of occupancy from being unnecessarily withheld;
amending s. 633.202, F.S.; requiring new and existing buildings to meet
certain requirements in the Florida Fire Prevention Code; authorizing
the local authority having jurisdiction to require the installation of a
two-way radio communication enhancement system or an assessment of
a building’s interior radio coverage and signal strength under certain
circumstances; limiting the number of times that the local authority
having jurisdiction may require such assessment; providing exceptions;
requiring certain consent to be obtained and maintained in a specified
manner; specifying that a two-way radio communication enhancement
system and a minimum radio strength assessment are not required
under certain circumstances; requiring the local authority having jur-
isdiction to give certain owners a specified amount of time to complete
certain modifications or retrofitting; specifying when such time period
begins; providing exceptions; providing applicability; prohibiting the
local authority having jurisdiction from enforcing certain requirements;
requiring the State Fire Marshal to incorporate the changes made by
this act into the Florida Fire Prevention Code; authorizing the State
Fire Marshal to adopt rules; amending s. 843.16, F.S.; exempting cer-
tain installations of two-way radio communication enhancement sys-
tems from a certain prohibition; amending s. 440.103, F.S.; conforming
a cross-reference; providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 1614 and
read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Rodriguez, by two-thirds vote, CS for HB 1575
was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House. The
vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Consideration of SB 442 and CS for CS for CS for SB 986 was
deferred.

CS for SB 1156—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
Retirement System; amending s. 121.021, F.S.; revising the definition of
the term “termination”; defining the term “volunteer services”;
amending s. 121.091, F.S.; authorizing employers to establish post-
employment volunteer programs to allow retirees to provide certain
services during a specified timeframe; requiring such programs to meet
specified criteria; providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for SB 1156, pursuant to Rule
3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for CS for HB 1121 was with-
drawn from the Committee on Appropriations.

On motion by Senator Burton—

CS for CS for HB 1121—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
Florida Retirement System; amending s. 121.021, F.S.; revising and
providing definitions; amending s. 121.091, F.S.; authorizing employers
to establish volunteer programs; establishing criteria for such pro-
grams; providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 1156 and, by
two-thirds vote, read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Burton, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for HB
1121 was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the House.
The vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None
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Consideration of CS for CS for SB 1398, CS for SB 1290, and CS
for CS for SB 1506 was deferred.

CS for CS for CS for SB 588—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
enforcement of school zone speed limits; amending s. 316.003, F.S.; re-
vising the definition of the term “local hearing officer”; defining the term
“speed detection system”; amending s. 316.008, F.S.; authorizing a
county or municipality to enforce the speed limit in a school zone at
specified periods through the use of a speed detection system; providing
a rebuttable presumption; authorizing a county or municipality to place
or install, or contract with a vendor to place or install, a speed detection
system in a school zone; amending s. 316.0776, F.S.; specifying condi-
tions for the placement or installation of speed detection systems; re-
quiring the Department of Transportation to establish certain specifi-
cations by a specified date; requiring a county or municipality that
installs a speed detection system to provide certain notice to the public;
providing signage requirements; requiring a county or municipality
that has never conducted a school zone speed detection system program
to conduct a public awareness campaign before commencing enforce-
ment using such system; limiting penalties in effect during the public
awareness campaign; providing construction; creating s. 316.1894, F.S.;
requiring a law enforcement agency with jurisdiction over a county or
municipality conducting a school zone speed detection system program
to use certain funds to administer the School Crossing Guard Recruit-
ment and Retention Program; providing purposes of the program; re-
quiring program design and management at the discretion of the law
enforcement agency; creating s. 316.1896, F.S.; authorizing a county or
municipality to authorize a traffic infraction enforcement officer to issue
uniform traffic citations for certain violations; requiring that certain
violations be evidenced by a speed detection system; providing con-
struction; providing notice requirements and procedures; authorizing a
person who receives a notice of violation to request a hearing within a
specified timeframe; defining the term “person”; providing for waiver of
challenge or dispute related to the delivery of the notice of violation;
requiring a county or municipality to pay certain funds to the Depart-
ment of Revenue; providing for the distribution of funds; providing re-
quirements for issuance of a uniform traffic citation; providing for
waiver of challenge or dispute related to the delivery of the uniform
traffic citation; providing notice requirements and procedures; specify-
ing that the registered owner of a motor vehicle is responsible and liable
for paying a uniform traffic citation; providing exceptions; requiring an
owner of a motor vehicle to furnish an affidavit under certain circum-
stances; specifying requirements for such affidavit; requiring the county
or municipality to dismiss the notice or citation and provide proof of
such dismissal under certain circumstances; requiring the county or
municipality to notify the registered owner that the notice or citation
will not be dismissed under certain circumstances; authorizing the
county or municipality to issue a certain person a notification of viola-
tion; providing that the affidavit is admissible in a proceeding for the
purpose of proving who was operating the motor vehicle at the time of
the violation; providing that the owner of a leased vehicle is not re-
sponsible for paying a traffic citation or submitting an affidavit; speci-
fying a timeframe for a county or a municipality to issue a notification
under certain circumstances; requiring certain persons to issue an af-
fidavit; providing a criminal penalty for submitting a false affidavit;
providing that certain photographs or video and evidence of speed are
admissible in certain proceedings; providing a rebuttable presumption;
providing construction; providing requirements and procedures for
hearings; specifying requirements of and prohibitions on the use of re-
corded video and photographs captured by a speed detection system;
requiring municipalities and counties to submit a report to the De-
partment of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles in a form and manner
specified by the department; requiring counties and municipalities to
retain certain records for a specified timeframe; requiring the depart-
ment to submit a summary report to the Governor and Legislature;
amending s. 316.1906, F.S.; revising the definition of the term “officer”;
exempting a speed detection system from the design requirements for
radar units; providing self-test requirements for speed detection sys-
tems; requiring a law enforcement agency operating a speed detection
system to maintain a log of results of the system’s self-tests and to
perform independent calibration tests of such systems; providing for the
admissibility of certain evidence in certain proceedings; amending s.
318.18, F.S.; providing a civil penalty for a speed limit violation in a
school zone; providing for distribution of certain fines; providing con-
ditions under which a case may be dismissed; amending s. 322.27, F.S.;
prohibiting points from being imposed against a driver license for cer-

tain infractions enforced by a traffic infraction enforcement officer;
prohibiting such infractions from being used to set motor vehicle in-
surance rates; amending s. 316.306, F.S.; conforming a cross-reference;
amending s. 316.640, F.S.; conforming a provision to changes made by
the act; amending s. 316.650, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes
made by the act; requiring the chief administrative officer and the
traffic infraction enforcement officer to provide certain data within 5
business days; amending ss. 318.14, 318.21, and 655.960, F.S.; con-
forming cross-references and provisions to changes made by the act;
providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pending further consideration of CS for CS for CS for SB 588,
pursuant to Rule 3.11(3), there being no objection, CS for CS for HB
657 was withdrawn from the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

On motion by Senator Rodriguez—

CS for CS for HB 657—A bill to be entitled An act relating to en-
forcement of school zone speed limits; amending s. 316.003, F.S.; re-
vising and providing definitions; amending s. 316.008, F.S.; authorizing
a county or municipality to enforce the speed limit in a school zone at
specified periods through the use of a speed detection system; providing
a rebuttable presumption; authorizing a county or municipality to in-
stall, or contract with a vendor to install, a speed detection system in a
school zone; requiring a county or municipality to enact an ordinance to
authorize placement or installation of such system; requiring the county
or municipality to consider certain evidence and make a certain de-
termination at a public hearing; amending s. 316.0776, F.S.; specifying
conditions for the placement or installation of speed detection systems;
requiring the Department of Transportation to establish certain speci-
fications by a specified date; requiring a county or municipality that
installs a speed detection system to provide certain notice to the public;
providing signage requirements; requiring a county or municipality
that has never conducted a school zone speed detection system program
to conduct a public awareness campaign before commencing enforce-
ment using such system; limiting penalties in effect during the public
awareness campaign; requiring a county or municipality to place a
specified annual report on the agenda of a regular or special meeting of
its governing body; requiring approval by the governing body at a reg-
ular or special meeting before contracting or renewing a contract to
place or install such system; providing for public comment; prohibiting
such report, contract, or contract renewal from being considered as part
of a consent agenda; providing requirements for a written summary of
such report; requiring a report to the Department of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles; prohibiting compliance with certain provisions
from being raised in a proceeding challenging a violation; creating s.
316.1894, F.S.; requiring a law enforcement agency with jurisdiction
over a county or municipality conducting a school zone speed detection
system program to use certain funds to administer the School Crossing
Guard Recruitment and Retention Program; providing purposes; re-
quiring program design and management at the discretion of the law
enforcement agency; creating s. 316.1896, F.S.; authorizing a county or
municipality to authorize a traffic infraction enforcement officer to issue
uniform traffic citations for certain violations; providing construction;
providing notice requirements and procedures; authorizing a person
who receives a notice of violation to request a hearing within a specified
timeframe; defining the term “person”; providing for waiver of challenge
or dispute as to the delivery of the notice of violation; requiring a county
or municipality to pay certain funds to the Department of Revenue;
providing for the distribution of funds; providing requirements for
issuance of a uniform traffic citation; providing for waiver of challenge
or dispute as to the delivery of the uniform traffic citation; providing
notice requirements and procedures; specifying that the registered
owner of a motor vehicle is responsible and liable for paying a uniform
traffic citation; providing exceptions; requiring an owner of a motor
vehicle to furnish an affidavit under certain circumstances; specifying
requirements for such affidavit and procedures relating thereto; pro-
viding a criminal penalty for submitting a false affidavit; providing that
certain photographs or video and evidence of speed are admissible in
certain proceedings; providing a rebuttable presumption; providing
construction; providing requirements and procedures for hearings;
prohibiting the use of a speed detection system for remote surveillance;
providing construction; specifying requirements of and prohibitions on
the use of recorded video and photographs captured by a speed detection
system; requiring municipalities and counties to submit an annual re-
port to the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles in a form
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and manner specified by the department; authorizing the department to
require quarterly submission of data; providing report requirements;
requiring counties and municipalities to retain certain records for a
specified period; requiring the department to submit a summary report
to the Governor and Legislature; amending s. 316.1906, F.S.; revising
the definition of the term “officer”; providing self-test requirements for
speed detection systems; requiring a law enforcement agency operating
a speed detection system to maintain a log of results of the system’s self-
tests and to perform independent calibration tests of such systems;
providing for the admissibility of certain evidence in certain proceed-
ings; amending s. 318.18, F.S.; providing a civil penalty for a speed limit
violation in a school zone; providing for distribution thereof; providing
conditions under which a case may be dismissed; amending s. 322.27,
F.S.; prohibiting points from being imposed against a driver license for
certain infractions enforced by a traffic infraction enforcement officer;
prohibiting such infractions from being used to set motor vehicle in-
surance rates; amending ss. 316.306, 316.640, 318.14, 318.21, and
655.960, F.S.; conforming cross-references and provisions to changes
made by the act; amending s. 316.650, F.S.; revising the period during
which certain traffic citation data must be provided to a court having
jurisdiction over the alleged offense; providing an effective date.

—a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for CS for
SB 588 and, by two-thirds vote, read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Rodriguez, by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for
HB 657 was read the third time by title, passed, and certified to the
House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—35

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Mayfield
Osgood
Perry

Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—3

Bradley Grall Martin

Vote preference:

May 18, 2023: Yea to Nay—Ingoglia

COMMUNICATION

Secretary Tracy C. Cantella May 18, 2023
405 The Florida Capitol
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399

Secretary Cantella,

I inadvertently cast a vote of yes on House Bill 657 Enforcement of
School Zone Speed Limits. Please change my vote to no.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Blaise Ingoglia
State Senator, District 11

Consideration of CS for CS for SB 782, CS for CS for CS for SB 64,
CS for CS for CS for SB 1250, and CS for CS for SB 1252 was
deferred.

CS for SB 1478—A bill to be entitled An act relating to criminal
sentencing; amending s. 921.0024, F.S.; prohibiting points from being

assessed for violations of community sanctions which are resolved
under an alternative sanctioning program for purposes of calculations
under the Criminal Punishment Code; amending s. 948.06, F.S.; pro-
viding for the resolution of low-risk violations of probation through an
alternative sanctioning program in certain circumstances; revising the
definition of the term “technical violation”; correcting provisions con-
cerning limiting prison sentences for first-time revocations for technical
violations; providing for structured sentences when technical violations
result in prison terms in certain circumstances; providing time periods
for hearing and release of a probationer or offender concerning alleged
violations that are low-risk violations; revising the definition of the
term “moderate-risk violation”; providing that an alternative sanction is
the required method for resolving certain low-risk violations; requiring
the state attorney to consent to the offering of an alternative sanction
under certain circumstances; requiring a court to impose the recom-
mended sanction for certain low-risk violations; providing an exception;
providing an effective date.

—was read the second time by title.

Pursuant to Rule 7.1, there being no objection, consideration of the
following late-filed amendment was allowed:

Senator Simon moved the following amendment which was adopted:

Amendment 1 (185804) (with title amendment)—Delete lines
176-400 and insert:

Section 2. Paragraph (c) of subsection (1), subsection (4), and para-
graphs (e) and (i) of subsection (9) of section 948.06, Florida Statutes,
are amended to read:

948.06 Violation of probation or community control; revocation;
modification; continuance; failure to pay restitution or cost of super-
vision.—

(1)

(c) If a probationer or offender on community control commits a
technical violation, the probation officer shall determine whether the
probationer or offender on community control is eligible for the alter-
native sanctioning program under subsection (9). If the probation officer
determines that the probationer or offender on community control is
eligible, the probation officer may proceed with the alternative sanc-
tioning program in lieu of filing an affidavit of violation with the court.
If the probationer or offender on community control is eligible for the
alternative sanctioning program and the violation is a low-risk violation
as defined in paragraph (9)(b), the probation officer must proceed with
the alternative sanctioning program in lieu of filing an affidavit of vio-
lation with the court unless directed by the court to submit or file an
affidavit of violation pursuant to paragraph (9)(i). For purposes of this
section, the term “technical violation” means an alleged violation of
supervision that is not a new felony offense, misdemeanor offense, or
criminal traffic offense.

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a felony
probationer or an offender in community control who is arrested for
violating his or her probation or community control in a material re-
spect may be taken before the court in the county or circuit in which the
probationer or offender was arrested. That court shall advise him or her
of the charge of a violation and, if such charge is admitted, shall cause
him or her to be brought before the court that granted the probation or
community control. If the violation is not admitted by the probationer or
offender, the court may commit him or her or release him or her with or
without bail to await further hearing. However, if the probationer or
offender is under supervision for any criminal offense proscribed in
chapter 794, s. 800.04(4), (5), (6), s. 827.071, or s. 847.0145, or is a
registered sexual predator or a registered sexual offender, or is under
supervision for a criminal offense for which he or she would meet the
registration criteria in s. 775.21, s. 943.0435, or s. 944.607 but for the
effective date of those sections, the court must make a finding that the
probationer or offender is not a danger to the public prior to release with
or without bail. In determining the danger posed by the offender’s or
probationer’s release, the court may consider the nature and circum-
stances of the violation and any new offenses charged; the offender’s or
probationer’s past and present conduct, including convictions of crimes;
any record of arrests without conviction for crimes involving violence or
sexual crimes; any other evidence of allegations of unlawful sexual
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conduct or the use of violence by the offender or probationer; the of-
fender’s or probationer’s family ties, length of residence in the com-
munity, employment history, and mental condition; his or her history
and conduct during the probation or community control supervision
from which the violation arises and any other previous supervisions,
including disciplinary records of previous incarcerations; the likelihood
that the offender or probationer will engage again in a criminal course
of conduct; the weight of the evidence against the offender or proba-
tioner; and any other facts the court considers relevant. The court, as
soon as is practicable, shall give the probationer or offender an oppor-
tunity to be fully heard on his or her behalf in person or by counsel. If
the alleged violation is a low-risk violation as defined in paragraph
(9)(b), the court must, within 20 days after arrest, give the probationer or
offender an opportunity to be fully heard on his or her behalf in person or
by counsel. If no hearing is held within 20 days after arrest, the court
must release the probationer or offender without bail. The court may
impose nonmonetary conditions of release. After the hearing, the court
shall make findings of fact and forward the findings to the court that
granted the probation or community control and to the probationer or
offender or his or her attorney. The findings of fact by the hearing court
are binding on the court that granted the probation or community
control. Upon the probationer or offender being brought before it, the
court that granted the probation or community control may revoke,
modify, or continue the probation or community control or may place the
probationer into community control as provided in this section. How-
ever, the probationer or offender shall not be released and shall not be
admitted to bail, but shall be brought before the court that granted the
probation or community control if any violation of felony probation or
community control other than a failure to pay costs or fines or make
restitution payments is alleged to have been committed by:

(a) A violent felony offender of special concern, as defined in this
section;

(b) A person who is on felony probation or community control for any
offense committed on or after the effective date of this act and who is
arrested for a qualifying offense as defined in this section; or

(c) A person who is on felony probation or community control and
has previously been found by a court to be a habitual violent felony
offender as defined in s. 775.084(1)(b), a three-time violent felony of-
fender as defined in s. 775.084(1)(c), or a sexual predator under s.
775.21, and who is arrested for committing a qualifying offense as de-
fined in this section on or after the effective date of this act.

(9)

(e) For a first or second low-risk violation, as defined in paragraph
(b), within the current term of supervision, a probation officer shallmay
offer an eligible probationer one or more of the following as an alter-
native sanction:

1. Up to 5 days in the county jail.

2. Up to 50 additional community service hours.

3. Counseling or treatment.

4. Support group attendance.

5. Drug testing.

6. Loss of travel or other privileges.

7. Curfew for up to 30 days.

8. House arrest for up to 30 days.

9.a. Any other sanction as determined by administrative order of the
chief judge of the circuit.

b. However, in no circumstance shall participation in an alternative
sanctioning program convert a withheld adjudication to an adjudication
of guilt.

And the title is amended as follows:

Delete lines 10-23 and insert: circumstances; correcting provisions
concerning limiting prison sentences for first-time revocations for

technical violations; providing time periods for hearing and release of a
probationer or offender concerning alleged violations that are low-risk
violations; providing that an alternative sanction is the required
method for resolving certain low-risk violations;

On motion by Senator Simon, by two-thirds vote, CS for SB 1478, as
amended, was read the third time by title, passed, ordered engrossed,
and then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Yeas—38

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Simon
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/SB 7026, with 1 amendment, and requests the con-
currence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

CS for SB 7026—A bill to be entitled An act relating to higher
education finances; amending s. 1001.706, F.S.; requiring the Board of
Governors to develop regulations for university boards of trustees re-
lating to contracting for the construction of new facilities or for work on
existing facilities; providing requirements for certain contracts executed
or amended before a specified date; amending s. 1009.26, F.S.; providing
that certain fee waivers apply to Florida College System institutions in
addition to state universities; authorizing a state university or Florida
College System institution to waive the out-of-state fee for a student
who is an intercollegiate athlete receiving a scholarship; amending s.
1011.45, F.S.; revising the list of authorized expenditures that may be
included in a carry forward spending plan for state universities;
amending s. 1012.886, F.S.; revising the amount a Florida College
System administrative employee may receive in remuneration;
amending s. 1012.978, F.S.; requiring university boards of trustees to
submit an annual report to the Board of Governors when awarding
bonuses; specifying a limit on the use of state funds in a bonus that may
be awarded; requiring the board to develop a regulation; amending s.
1013.841, F.S.; revising the list of authorized expenditures that may be
included in a carry forward spending plan for Florida College System
institutions; amending s. 1012.976, F.S.; revising definitions; defining
the term "public funds"; revising a limitation on compensation for state
university employees; amending s. 1013.45, F.S.; providing that certain
educational facility contracting and construction techniques applicable
to school districts also apply to Florida College System institutions;
amending s. 1013.64, F.S.; deleting cost and size limitations applicable
to minor facilities; providing an effective date.

House Amendment 1 (856631) (with title amendment)—Remove
lines 155-157 and insert: criteria by which a bonus will be awarded.
The Board of Governors shall develop a

And the title is amended as follows:

Remove lines 23-24 and insert: bonuses; requiring the board to

On motion by Senator Perry, the Senate concurred in House
Amendment 1 (856631).
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CS for SB 7026 passed, as amended, was ordered engrossed and then
enrolled. The action of the Senate was certified to the House. The vote
on passage was:

Yeas—37

Madam President
Albritton
Avila
Baxley
Berman
Book
Boyd
Bradley
Brodeur
Broxson
Burgess
Burton
Calatayud

Collins
Davis
DiCeglie
Garcia
Grall
Gruters
Harrell
Hooper
Hutson
Ingoglia
Martin
Mayfield
Osgood

Perry
Pizzo
Polsky
Powell
Rodriguez
Stewart
Thompson
Torres
Trumbull
Wright
Yarborough

Nays—None

Vote after roll call:

Yea—Simon

MOTIONS

On motion by Senator Mayfield, the rules were waived and all bills
temporarily postponed or remaining on the Special Order Calendar this
day were retained on the Special Order Calendar with the exception of
CS for CS for SB 464 and CS for CS for SB 760.

BILLS ON SPECIAL ORDERS

Pursuant to Rule 4.17(1), the Rules Chair, Majority Leader, and
Minority Leader submit the following bills to be placed on the Special
Order Calendar for Friday, April 28, 2023: SB 7058, CS for SB 676, CS
for SB 180, CS for CS for SB 376, CS for CS for SB 312, CS for SB 1540,
CS for SB 1542, CS for CS for SB 464, CS for SB 836, CS for CS for SB
950, CS for CS for CS for SB 1064, CS for SB 1154, CS for CS for SB
1310, CS for CS for SB 1338, CS for CS for SB 1386, CS for CS for SB
902, CS for SB 904, CS for CS for SB 1570, CS for CS for CS for SB 1418,
CS for SB 1458, CS for SB 1190, CS for SB 1070, CS for SB 726, CS for
CS for SB 752, CS for SB 1272, CS for CS for SB 1672, CS for CS for SB
1676, CS for SB 1478, CS for CS for SB 760, SB 768, CS for CS for SB
262, CS for CS for SB 1648, CS for CS for SB 838, CS for SB 1318, CS for
CS for CS for SB 1346, CS for CS for SB 1480, CS for SB 1548, CS for
HJR 1157, CS for CS for SB 1292, CS for SB 494, CS for CS for SB 512,
CS for SB 1150, CS for CS for SB 1586, CS for CS for CS for SB 1158, SB
1246, CS for SB 1104, CS for SB 1130, CS for CS for SB 748, CS for SB
486, CS for SB 1256, CS for SB 1596, CS for SB 1614, SB 442, CS for CS
for CS for SB 986, CS for SB 1156, CS for CS for SB 1398, CS for CS for
SB 1506, CS for CS for CS for SB 588, CS for CS for SB 782, CS for CS
for CS for SB 64, CS for CS for CS for SB 1250.

Respectfully submitted,
Debbie Mayfield, Rules Chair
Ben Albritton, Majority Leader
Lauren Book, Minority Leader

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST READING

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/HJR 129 by the required constitutional three-fifths vote
of the membership and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Judiciary Committee and Representative(s) Roth—

CS for HJR 129—A joint resolution proposing an amendment to
Section 5 of Article XI of the State Constitution to increase the per-
centage of elector votes required to approve an amendment to or a re-
vision of the State Constitution from 60 percent to 66.67 percent.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/CS/HB 261, as amended, and requests the con-
currence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Infrastructure Strategies Committee, Agriculture & Natural Re-
sources Appropriations Subcommittee, Agriculture, Conservation &
Resiliency Subcommittee and Representative(s) Botana, Cassel—

CS for CS for CS for HB 261—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
boating safety; amending s. 327.395, F.S.; requiring the Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission to develop and publish an educa-
tional pamphlet relating to boating safety education; providing re-
quirements for the pamphlet; amending s. 327.4108, F.S.; prohibiting
the anchoring of vessels within a specified distance of single-family
residences in certain areas; providing an exemption from specified an-
choring limitations for residential docking facilities, marinas, and ex-
isting mooring fields; revising anchoring limitation areas in certain
sections of Biscayne Bay in Miami-Dade County; amending s. 327.54,
F.S.; conforming a cross-reference; requiring liveries to provide hands-
on instruction that meets specified requirements; providing an exemp-
tion from certain safety requirements if renters or lessees hire a pro-
fessional captain; requiring a livery to either obtain and carry insurance
that also insures renters or offer renters the opportunity to purchase
specified liability coverage; requiring a livery to obtain a specified ac-
knowledgement from renters upon refusal of such coverage; conforming
a provision to changes made by the act; amending s. 327.731, F.S.;
requiring a person convicted of certain noncriminal boating infractions
to complete a boating safety course; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 313 by the required constitutional two-thirds vote
of the members voting and requests concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee, Ethics, Elections & Open Government
Subcommittee and Representative(s) Rudman, Holcomb, Caruso, Kill-
ebrew—

CS for CS for HB 313—A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
records; amending s. 119.071, F.S.; providing definitions; providing an
exemption from public records requirements for identification and lo-
cation information of current and former military personnel and their
spouses and dependents; providing applicability; providing for future
legislative review and repeal of the exemption; providing a statement of
public necessity; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 443, as amended, and requests the concurrence of
the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk
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By Education & Employment Committee, Choice & Innovation Sub-
committee and Representative(s) Valdés, López, J., Plasencia—

CS for CS for HB 443—A bill to be entitled An act relating to edu-
cation; amending s. 402.305, F.S.; deleting a requirement that the De-
partment of Children and Families evaluate certain training require-
ments and testing procedures; requiring the department to submit a
report to specified parties on a periodic schedule beginning on a speci-
fied date; providing requirements for such report; requiring the de-
partment to adopt rules and revise policies based on such report; au-
thorizing the department to contract for the production of such report;
amending s. 1002.82, F.S.; revising requirements for the statewide in-
formation system; amending s. 1002.945, F.S.; revising requirements
for certain child care providers to obtain and maintain a designation as
a Gold Seal Quality Care provider; amending s. 1002.33, F.S.; author-
izing charter schools to give enrollment preference to specified students;
requiring a progress monitoring plan for certain students; authorizing
certain charter schools to use specified assets for certain other charter
schools through an unforgivable loan with specified terms; requiring
charter school sponsors to timely review and reimburse specified grant
funds; requiring such funds to be reimbursed within a specified time
period; providing for the payment of interest to charter schools under
certain circumstances; requiring charter school sponsors to provide
specified training and a certain report to its charter schools; requiring
the report to be submitted to the Department of Education by a specified
date; requiring the State Board of Education to adopt rules to imple-
ment a standard monitoring tool; amending s. 1002.43, F.S.; authoriz-
ing private tutoring of a specified number of students to take place in
specified facilities under existing zoning and land use designations
without obtaining a special exception, rezoning, or a land use change;
amending s. 1003.02, F.S.; requiring a poster containing specified in-
formation relating to choking to be placed in public school cafeterias;
providing requirements for the placement of such posters; amending s.
1003.64, F.S.; requiring certain school districts be given priority for
awards under the Community School Grant Program; requiring the
Department of Education and participating school districts to provide
specified information to the Center for Community Schools at the
University of Central Florida; revising the information the center must
annually publish; amending s. 1012.57, F.S.; revising the validity period
of an adjunct teaching certificate; amending s. 1012.71, F.S.; revising
the definition of the term "classroom teacher"; requiring district school
boards to calculate prorated shares of funds from the Florida Teachers
Classroom Supply Assistance Program for certain classroom teachers;
providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed HB 523 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) LaMarca—

HB 523—A bill to be entitled An act relating to individual wine
containers; repealing s. 564.05, F.S., relating to the limitation of size of
individual wine containers; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/CS/HB 591 and requests the concurrence of the
Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Commerce Committee, Choice & Innovation Subcommittee, Reg-
ulatory Reform & Economic Development Subcommittee and Repre-
sentative(s) Rayner-Goolsby, Sirois, Benjamin, Casello, Daley, Daniels,
Hart, Joseph, Melo, Nixon, Plasencia, Tant, Valdés—

CS for CS for CS for HB 591—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
social media protection for minors; creating s. 501.174, F.S.; providing a
definition; requiring social media platforms to disclose specified policies
and provide specified resources, measures, and disclaimers; authorizing
social media platforms to post specified compliance statements on their
Internet homepage or platform user login page; prohibiting certain
schools from using or having an account on certain social media plat-
forms and from requiring students to register, enroll, or participate in
social media platforms for educational purposes; providing applicabil-
ity; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/HB 621 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee and Representative(s) Barnaby, Maney,
Bartleman, Benjamin, Dunkley, Eskamani, Giallombardo, Woodson—

CS for HB 621—A bill to be entitled An act relating to death benefits
for active duty servicemembers; amending s. 295.061, F.S.; revising the
amount and conditions of payment of death benefits; requiring payment
to be made to the beneficiary through the process set out by the De-
partment of Military Affairs; removing provisions relating to payment
when a beneficiary is not designated; requiring proof of residency or
duty post to be provided to the department; requiring the department to
request the Chief Financial Officer to draw a warrant for payment of
benefits from the General Revenue Fund; requiring the Department of
Military Affairs and the Department of Financial Services to adopt
certain rules and procedures; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 639, as amended, and requests the concurrence of
the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Commerce Committee, Regulatory Reform & Economic Develop-
ment Subcommittee and Representative(s) Esposito, Melo, Plasencia,
Tomkow—

CS for CS for HB 639—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
issuance of special beverage licenses; amending s. 561.20, F.S.; revising
requirements for issuing special beverage licenses to certain food ser-
vice establishments and entities operating certain clubs; providing an
effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 657, as amended, and requests the concurrence of
the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Infrastructure Strategies Committee, Transportation & Modals
Subcommittee and Representative(s) Koster, Gottlieb, Lopez, V., Val-
dés—

CS for CS for HB 657—A bill to be entitled An act relating to en-
forcement of school zone speed limits; amending s. 316.003, F.S.; re-
vising and providing definitions; amending s. 316.008, F.S.; authorizing
a county or municipality to enforce the speed limit in a school zone at
specified periods through the use of a speed detection system; providing
a rebuttable presumption; authorizing a county or municipality to in-
stall, or contract with a vendor to install, a speed detection system in a
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school zone; requiring a county or municipality to enact an ordinance to
authorize placement or installation of such system; requiring the county
or municipality to consider certain evidence and make a certain de-
termination at a public hearing; amending s. 316.0776, F.S.; specifying
conditions for the placement or installation of speed detection systems;
requiring the Department of Transportation to establish certain speci-
fications by a specified date; requiring a county or municipality that
installs a speed detection system to provide certain notice to the public;
providing signage requirements; requiring a county or municipality
that has never conducted a school zone speed detection system program
to conduct a public awareness campaign before commencing enforce-
ment using such system; limiting penalties in effect during the public
awareness campaign; requiring a county or municipality to place a
specified annual report on the agenda of a regular or special meeting of
its governing body; requiring approval by the governing body at a reg-
ular or special meeting before contracting or renewing a contract to
place or install such system; providing for public comment; prohibiting
such report, contract, or contract renewal from being considered as part
of a consent agenda; providing requirements for a written summary of
such report; requiring a report to the Department of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles; prohibiting compliance with certain provisions
from being raised in a proceeding challenging a violation; creating s.
316.1894, F.S.; requiring a law enforcement agency with jurisdiction
over a county or municipality conducting a school zone speed detection
system program to use certain funds to administer the School Crossing
Guard Recruitment and Retention Program; providing purposes; re-
quiring program design and management at the discretion of the law
enforcement agency; creating s. 316.1896, F.S.; authorizing a county or
municipality to authorize a traffic infraction enforcement officer to issue
uniform traffic citations for certain violations; providing construction;
providing notice requirements and procedures; authorizing a person
who receives a notice of violation to request a hearing within a specified
timeframe; defining the term "person"; providing for waiver of challenge
or dispute as to the delivery of the notice of violation; requiring a county
or municipality to pay certain funds to the Department of Revenue;
providing for the distribution of funds; providing requirements for
issuance of a uniform traffic citation; providing for waiver of challenge
or dispute as to the delivery of the uniform traffic citation; providing
notice requirements and procedures; specifying that the registered
owner of a motor vehicle is responsible and liable for paying a uniform
traffic citation; providing exceptions; requiring an owner of a motor
vehicle to furnish an affidavit under certain circumstances; specifying
requirements for such affidavit and procedures relating thereto; pro-
viding a criminal penalty for submitting a false affidavit; providing that
certain photographs or video and evidence of speed are admissible in
certain proceedings; providing a rebuttable presumption; providing
construction; providing requirements and procedures for hearings;
prohibiting the use of a speed detection system for remote surveillance;
providing construction; specifying requirements of and prohibitions on
the use of recorded video and photographs captured by a speed detection
system; requiring municipalities and counties to submit an annual re-
port to the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles in a form
and manner specified by the department; authorizing the department to
require quarterly submission of data; providing report requirements;
requiring counties and municipalities to retain certain records for a
specified period; requiring the department to submit a summary report
to the Governor and Legislature; amending s. 316.1906, F.S.; revising
the definition of the term "officer"; providing self-test requirements for
speed detection systems; requiring a law enforcement agency operating
a speed detection system to maintain a log of results of the system's self-
tests and to perform independent calibration tests of such systems;
providing for the admissibility of certain evidence in certain proceed-
ings; amending s. 318.18, F.S.; providing a civil penalty for a speed limit
violation in a school zone; providing for distribution thereof; providing
conditions under which a case may be dismissed; amending s. 322.27,
F.S.; prohibiting points from being imposed against a driver license for
certain infractions enforced by a traffic infraction enforcement officer;
prohibiting such infractions from being used to set motor vehicle in-
surance rates; amending ss. 316.306, 316.640, 318.14, 318.21, and
655.960, F.S.; conforming cross-references and provisions to changes
made by the act; amending s. 316.650, F.S.; revising the period during
which certain traffic citation data must be provided to a court having
jurisdiction over the alleged offense; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed HB 723 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Daley, Arrington, Bartleman, Eskamani, Har-
ris, López, J.—

HB 723—A bill to be entitled An act relating to Florida National
Guard recruitment; establishing the Florida National Guard Joint En-
listment Enhancement Program within the Department of Military
Affairs; providing the purpose of the program; defining the term "re-
cruiting assistant"; providing eligibility requirements for participation
in the program; requiring the Adjutant General to provide compensa-
tion to recruiting assistants under certain circumstances; requiring the
department and the Florida National Guard to adopt rules; providing
an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/HB 737 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Commerce Committee and Representative(s) Barnaby, Mooney,
Benjamin—

CS for HB 737—A bill to be entitled An act relating to secondhand
goods; amending s. 538.03, F.S.; revising the definition of "secondhand
goods"; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed HB 793, as amended, and requests the concurrence of the
Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Fernandez-Barquin, Benjamin—

HB 793—A bill to be entitled An act relating to collateral protection
insurance; creating part XXII of ch. 627, F.S., entitled "Collateral Pro-
tection Insurance"; creating s. 627.9901, F.S.; providing legislative
purpose; creating s. 627.9902, F.S.; providing applicability; creating s.
627.9903, F.S.; defining terms; creating s. 627.9904, F.S.; specifying
requirements for collateral protection insurance policy terms; providing
a restriction on insurance charges made to mortgagors; creating s.
627.9905, F.S.; providing for the calculation of collateral protection in-
surance coverages and premiums; requiring certain excess replacement
cost coverage to be paid to the mortgagor; prohibiting insurers from
writing collateral protection insurance having certain premium rates;
creating s. 627.9906, F.S.; specifying prohibited practices by insurers
and insurance agents relating to collateral protection insurance;
creating s. 627.9907, F.S.; providing construction relating to non-
circumvention; creating s. 627.9908, F.S.; providing requirements for
the delivery and contents of policies or certificates of collateral protec-
tion insurance; creating s. 627.9909, F.S.; specifying requirements for
the filing of policy forms and rates; requiring certain insurers to file
specified annual reports with the Office of Insurance Regulation; pro-
viding construction; creating s. 627.9911, F.S.; specifying the office's
authority to enforce the provisions of the part; specifying applicable
provisions for proceedings and for assessing penalties; creating s.
627.9912, F.S.; authorizing the Financial Services Commission to adopt
rules; creating s. 627.9913, F.S.; providing severability; providing an
effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.
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The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 857 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Education & Employment Committee, Choice & Innovation Sub-
committee and Representative(s) Daniels, Garcia, Benjamin, Duggan,
Plasencia, Porras—

CS for CS for HB 857—A bill to be entitled An act relating to charter
schools; amending s. 1002.33, F.S.; providing clarifying language re-
lating to admission and dismissal procedures; authorizing a charter
school to assign its charter to a high-performing charter school in the
same district; authorizing the transfer of specified assets to certain
charter schools within the state; providing requirements for such
transfers; providing the circumstances under which the landlord of a
charter school or certain other individuals may serve on a charter school
governing board; requiring the State Board of Education to adopt rules
to implement a standard monitoring tool; amending s. 1002.331, F.S.;
conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 1013.62,
F.S.; revising charter school capital outlay fund eligibility; amending s.
1012.57, F.S.; authorizing charter school governing boards to issue ad-
junct teaching certificates; requiring a charter school to post specified
requirements on its websites and annually report specified information
relating to adjunct teaching certificates to the Department of Educa-
tion; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 869 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Commerce Committee, State Administration & Technology Ap-
propriations Subcommittee and Representative(s) McClain—

CS for CS for HB 869—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
Department of Business and Professional Regulation; amending s.
468.8414, F.S.; requiring the department to certify for licensure quali-
fied individuals who practice mold assessment or mold remediation and
hold certain licenses issued by other states or territories; amending s.
469.004, F.S.; revising requirements for the issuance of an asbestos
consultant's license; requiring the department to certify for licensure by
endorsement asbestos consultants and asbestos contractors who meet
certain exam and other state licensure requirements; requiring asbestos
consultants and asbestos contractors to complete certain courses;
amending s. 489.514, F.S.; removing a time limitation for applying for
certain contracting licenses; amending s. 509.091, F.S.; requiring li-
censees and licensed agents to provide the department's Division of
Hotels and Restaurants with e-mail addresses at which they can be
contacted; authorizing the division to send notices and inspection re-
ports by e-mail; amending s. 509.101, F.S.; revising guest register
maintenance requirements for transient establishment operators;
amending s. 509.241, F.S.; requiring certain persons, licensees, and li-
censed agents to create and maintain a division online account and
provide the division with specified information; requiring the division to
adopt rules; providing requirements for such rules; amending s.
548.043, F.S.; removing a limitation on the types of boxing exhibitions
which require a specified maximum difference in participant weights;
amending s. 553.73, F.S.; authorizing the Florida Building Commission
to delay the effective date of the energy provisions of the Florida
Building Code for a specified timeframe under certain circumstances;
amending s. 565.04, F.S.; authorizing package stores to sell nicotine
products; amending s. 721.075, F.S.; revising requirements for certain
incidental benefits; amending s. 721.10, F.S.; revising requirements for
certain contract cancellations; amending s. 721.11, F.S.; conforming
cross-references; amending s. 721.55, F.S.; revising disclosure require-
ments for multisite timeshare plan public offering statements; provid-
ing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/CS/HB 875 and requests the concurrence of the
Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Appropriations Committee, Civil Justice Subcommittee, Children,
Families & Seniors Subcommittee and Representative(s) Trabulsy,
Borrero, Chaney, López, J., Williams—

CS for CS for CS for HB 875—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
dependent children; amending s. 39.001, F.S.; revising the purposes of
chapter 39; requiring the Statewide Guardian ad Litem Office and cir-
cuit guardian ad litem offices to participate in the development of a
certain state plan; conforming a provision to changes made by the act;
amending s. 39.00145, F.S.; authorizing a child's attorney ad litem to
inspect certain records; amending s. 39.00146, F.S.; conforming provi-
sions to changes made by the act; amending s. 39.0016, F.S.; requiring a
child's guardian ad litem be included in the coordination of certain
educational services; amending s. 39.01, F.S.; providing and revising
definitions; amending s. 39.013, F.S.; requiring the court to appoint a
guardian ad litem for a child at the earliest possible time; authorizing a
guardian ad litem to represent a child in other proceedings to secure
certain services and benefits; authorizing the court to appoint an at-
torney ad litem for a child after it makes certain determinations; au-
thorizing an attorney ad litem to represent a child in other proceedings
to secure certain services and benefits; amending s. 39.01305, F.S.; re-
vising provisions relating to the appointment of an attorney for certain
children; revising legislative findings; authorizing the court to appoint
an attorney ad litem for a child after making certain determinations;
providing requirements for the appointment and discharge of an at-
torney ad litem; authorizing an attorney ad litem to represent a child in
other proceedings to secure certain services and benefits; conforming
provisions to changes made by the act; providing applicability; amend-
ing s. 39.0132, F.S.; authorizing a child's attorney ad litem to inspect
certain records; amending s. 39.0136, F.S.; revising the parties who may
request a continuance in a proceeding; amending s. 39.0139, F.S.; con-
forming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 39.202,
F.S.; requiring that certain confidential records be released to the
guardian ad litem and attorney ad litem; conforming a cross-reference;
amending s. 39.402, F.S.; requiring parents to consent to provide certain
information to the guardian ad litem and attorney ad litem; conforming
provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 39.4022, F.S.; re-
vising the participants who must be invited to a multidisciplinary team
staffing; amending s. 39.4023, F.S.; requiring notice of a multi-
disciplinary team staffing be provided to a child's guardian ad litem and
attorney ad litem; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 39.407, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the
act; amending s. 39.4085, F.S.; providing a goal of permanency; con-
forming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 39.522,
F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s.
39.6012, F.S.; requiring a case plan to include written descriptions of
certain activities; conforming a cross-reference; creating s. 39.6036,
F.S.; providing legislative findings and intent; requiring the Statewide
Guardian ad Litem Office to work with certain children to identify a
supportive adult to enter into a specified agreement; requiring such
agreement be documented in the child's court file; requiring the office to
coordinate with the Office of Continuing Care for a specified purpose;
amending s. 39.621, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the
act; amending s. 39.6241, F.S.; requiring a guardian ad litem to advise
the court regarding certain information and to ensure a certain agree-
ment has been documented in the child's court file; amending s. 39.701,
F.S.; requiring certain notice be given to an attorney ad litem; requiring
a court to give a guardian ad litem an opportunity to address the court
in certain proceedings; requiring the court to inquire and determine if a
child has a certain agreement documented in his or her court file at a
specified hearing; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 39.801, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the
act; amending s. 39.807, F.S.; requiring a court to appoint a guardian ad
litem to represent the child; revising a guardian ad litem's responsi-
bilities and authorities; deleting provisions relating to bonds and ser-
vice of pleadings or papers; amending s. 39.808, F.S.; conforming pro-
visions to changes made by the act; amending s. 39.815, F.S.;
conforming provisions to changes made by the act; repealing s. 39.820,
F.S., relating to definitions of the terms "guardian ad litem" and
"guardian advocate"; amending s. 39.821, F.S.; conforming provisions to
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changes made by the act; amending s. 39.822, F.S.; providing that a
guardian ad litem is a fiduciary and must provide independent re-
presentation to a child; revising responsibilities of a guardian ad litem;
requiring that guardians ad litem have certain access to the children
the guardians ad litem represent; providing actions that a guardian ad
litem does or does not have to fulfill; amending s. 39.827, F.S.; au-
thorizing a child's guardian ad litem and attorney ad litem to inspect
certain records; amending s. 39.8296, F.S.; revising the duties and ap-
pointment of the executive director of the Statewide Guardian ad Litem
Office; requiring the training program for guardians ad litem to be
updated regularly; requiring the office to provide oversight and tech-
nical assistance to attorneys ad litem; specifying certain requirements
of the office; amending s. 39.8297, F.S.; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending s. 39.8298, F.S.; authorizing the
executive director of the Statewide Guardian ad Litem Office to create
or designate local direct-support organizations; providing responsi-
bilities for the executive director of the office; requiring that certain
moneys be held in a separate depository account; conforming provisions
to changes made by the act; creating s. 1009.898, F.S.; authorizing the
Pathway to Prosperity program to provide certain grants to youth and
young adults who are aging out of foster care; requiring grants to extend
for a certain period of time after a recipient is reunited with his or her
parents; amending ss. 39.302, 39.521, 119.071, 322.09, 394.495,
627.746, 768.28, 934.255, and 960.065, F.S.; conforming cross-refer-
ences; providing a directive to the Division of Law Revision; providing
an effective date;

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed HB 891 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Williams, Daniels—

HB 891—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Year-round School
Pilot Program; creating s. 1003.07, F.S.; creating the Year-round School
Pilot Program for a period of 4 school years beginning with a specified
school year; providing the purpose of the program; providing for an
application process for participation in the program; requiring the
Commissioner of Education to select a certain number of school districts
to participate in the program; providing requirements for participating
school districts; requiring the commissioner to submit a report to the
Governor and Legislature; providing requirements for such report; au-
thorizing the State Board of Education to adopt rules; providing an
effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 949, as amended, and requests the concurrence of
the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Local Administration, Federal Affairs & Special Districts Sub-
committee, Transportation & Modals Subcommittee and Representa-
tive(s) Stevenson—

CS for CS for HB 949—A bill to be entitled An act relating to op-
eration of a golf cart; amending s. 316.212, F.S.; authorizing a water
control district to designate certain roads for use by golf carts; requiring
county approval before making such a designation; prohibiting a person
under 18 years of age from operating a golf cart on certain roadways
unless he or she possesses a valid learner's driver license or valid driver
license; prohibiting a person 18 years of age or older from operating a
golf cart on certain roadways unless he or she possesses a valid form of
government-issued photographic identification; providing a penalty;
amending s. 322.04, F.S.; conforming a provision to changes made by
the act; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/HB 959 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Regulatory Reform & Economic Development Subcommittee and
Representative(s) Tuck, López, J.—

CS for HB 959—A bill to be entitled An act relating to dosage form
animal health products; amending s. 580.031, F.S.; providing a defini-
tion; amending s. 580.051, F.S.; providing an exception from guaranteed
analysis requirements for products sold solely as dosage form animal
products; providing labeling requirements for dosage form animal pro-
ducts; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/CS/HB 1021 and requests the concurrence of the
Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee, Ways & Means Committee,
Education & Employment Committee and Representative(s) McFar-
land—

CS for CS for CS for HB 1021—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to child care and early learning providers; amending s. 402.305, F.S.;
revising licensing standards for licensed child care facilities and mini-
mum standards and training requirements for child care personnel;
requiring the Department of Children and Families to conduct specified
screening of child care personnel and issue provisional approval of such
personnel under certain conditions; revising requirements for a certain
introductory course in child care; deleting a requirement that the de-
partment evaluate certain training requirements and testing proce-
dures; providing a limitation on the child care personnel subject to
periodic health examinations; deleting requirements for minimum
standards for parental outreach and education regarding specified is-
sues, a specified plan that includes a program to assist children in
preventing and avoiding physical and mental abuse, and specialized
child care facilities for the care of mildly ill children; requiring the de-
partment to submit a report to specified parties on a periodic schedule
beginning on a specified date; providing requirements for such report;
requiring the department to adopt rules and revise policies based on
such report; authorizing the department to contract for the production
of such report; amending s. 402.3115, F.S.; requiring the department
and certain local governmental agencies to develop and implement a
plan to eliminate duplicative and unnecessary inspections of certain
home providers; revising requirements for an abbreviated inspection
plan for certain child care facilities; requiring the department to post
certain information on its website by a specified date annually;
amending s. 627.70161, F.S.; revising purpose and intent; revising de-
finitions; providing that specified insurance provisions apply to large
family child care homes; amending s. 1002.55, F.S.; revising require-
ments for public school and private prekindergarten providers; provid-
ing that certain courses must be completed in a specified timeframe;
amending s. 1002.61, F.S.; revising education and training require-
ments for certain instructors; amending s. 1002.67, F.S.; revising re-
quirements for a specified curriculum; amending s. 1002.68, F.S.; re-
quiring certain providers that do not meet the minimum program
assessment composite score for contracting to be subject to certain
probation requirements; deleting obsolete language; requiring the De-
partment of Education to consult with a specified entity within existing
funds beginning in a specified program year; revising factors used to
adopt a specified methodology; requiring certain providers to notify
parents if a certain score is not maintained beginning a specified pro-
gram year; revising requirements for certain providers that do not
maintain certain scores; authorizing certain providers to request addi-
tional program assessments; revising factors that prohibit certain pro-
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viders from being granted a good cause exemption; amending s. 1002.71,
F.S.; revising upwards the percentage of funds that may be retained and
expended by early learning coalitions for a specified purpose; amending
s. 1002.82, F.S.; authorizing the department to commission a specified
curriculum; specifying that such commission must use existing funds;
providing requirements for such curriculum; revising requirements for
the statewide information system; amending s. 1002.83, F.S.; author-
izing early learning coalitions to appoint an additional board member to
represent local law enforcement; amending s. 1002.89, F.S.; authorizing
school readiness program funding to be used for specified purposes;
amending s. 1002.945, F.S.; revising requirements for certain child care
providers to obtain and maintain a designation as a Gold Seal Quality
Care provider; amending s. 1008.25, F.S.; requiring, rather than au-
thorizing, certain students to be eligible to receive certain reading in-
terventions before kindergarten without first being referred to the local
school district; authorizing such interventions to be provided by speci-
fied providers; providing maximum daily and total instruction hours;
authorizing such interventions to be paid from specified funds;
amending s. 1002.59, F.S.; conforming a cross-reference; providing an
effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/HB 1031, as amended, and requests the concurrence of
the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Civil Justice Subcommittee and Representative(s) Rudman, Ab-
bott, Canady, Gossett-Seidman, López, J., Maney, Steele, Temple,
Yeager—

CS for HB 1031—A bill to be entitled An act relating to designated
safe exchange locations; providing a short title; amending s. 61.13, F.S.;
providing that a parent's use of a designated safe exchange location is
proper cause to refuse to honor a time-sharing schedule under certain
circumstances; requiring a court to consider the use of a safe exchange
location when approving, granting, or modifying a parenting plan;
amending s. 125.01, F.S.; requiring boards of county commissioners to
designate certain areas as safe exchange locations; providing require-
ments for such areas; providing for immunity from liability; providing
an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 1121 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee, Constitutional Rights, Rule of Law &
Government Operations Subcommittee and Representative(s) Bartle-
man, Tomkow, Killebrew, Tant, Woodson—

CS for CS for HB 1121—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
Florida Retirement System; amending s. 121.021, F.S.; revising and
providing definitions; amending s. 121.091, F.S.; authorizing employers
to establish volunteer programs; establishing criteria for such pro-
grams; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 1185, as amended, and requests the concurrence
of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Commerce Committee, Insurance & Banking Subcommittee and
Representative(s) Giallombardo, Benjamin—

CS for CS for HB 1185—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
consumer protection; amending s. 494.001, F.S.; revising the definition
of the term "branch office"; defining the term "remote location"; au-
thorizing a licensee under ch. 494, F.S., to allow loan originators to work
from remote locations if specified conditions are met; amending s.
494.0067, F.S.; specifying that mortgage lenders may transact business
from branch offices and remote locations; providing a requirement for
operating remote locations; creating s. 501.2042, F.S.; defining terms;
providing requirements for organizers of crowd-funding campaigns re-
lated to disasters and for crowd-funding platforms; amending s. 520.23,
F.S.; revising disclosure requirements for agreements governing the
sale or lease of a distributed energy generation system; amending s.
560.111, F.S.; providing a criminal penalty; amending s. 560.309, F.S.;
prohibiting a licensee under ch. 560, F.S., from cashing corporate checks
for certain payees where the aggregate face amount exceeds a specified
amount; amending s. 626.602, F.S.; providing applicability of provisions
relating to the disapproval of insurance agency names to adjusting firm
names; revising grounds on which such names may be disapproved by
the department; deleting an obsolete provision; amending s. 626.854,
F.S.; revising the definition of the term "public adjuster"; prohibiting
public adjusters from contracting with anyone other than the named
insured without the insured's written consent; specifying a penalty for
noncompliance; specifying timeframes in which an insured or a clai-
mant may cancel a public adjuster's contract without penalty or con-
tract under certain circumstances; revising requirements for public
adjusters' contracts; specifying limitations on commissions received by
public adjusters; amending s. 626.860, F.S.; providing that an attorney's
exemption from public adjuster licensure requirements does not apply
to certain persons; amending s. 626.875, F.S.; revising recordkeeping
requirements for appointed independent adjusters and licensed public
adjusters; amending s. 626.8796, F.S.; revising requirements for public
adjuster contracts; specifying requirements for and prohibitions on
public adjusters relating to such contracts; providing construction; au-
thorizing the department to adopt rules; amending s. 626.8797, F.S.;
revising a fraud statement requirement in proof-of-loss statements;
amending s. 626.9541, F.S.; adding an unfair or deceptive insurance act
relating to health insurance policies; amending s. 627.4025, F.S.; re-
vising the definition of the term "hurricane," and defining the term
"hurricane deductible," as used in policies providing residential cover-
age; amending s. 627.4133, F.S.; revising conditions that apply to a
specified notice requirement for, and a limitation on, the cancellation or
termination of certain insurance policies; authorizing the Citizens
Property Insurance Corporation to cancel certain policies of insurers
placed in receivership; amending s. 627.4554, F.S.; revising legislative
purpose; revising applicability; revising and defining terms; revising
and specifying duties of insurers and agents relating to the recom-
mendation and sale of annuity investments; specifying comparable
standards that comply with such requirements; specifying agent
training requirements; providing and revising construction; authorizing
the department to adopt certain forms by rule; amending s. 634.041,
F.S.; specifying authorized methods of paying claims for motor vehicle
service agreements; amending s. 634.401, F.S.; revising the definition of
the term "manufacturer" for purposes of part III of ch. 634, F.S.;
amending s. 634.406, F.S.; deleting a debt obligation rating requirement
for certain service warranty associations or parent corporations; pro-
viding an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/HB 1211 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Transportation & Modals Subcommittee and Representative(s)
Beltran, Eskamani, Harris, Hinson, López, J., Lopez, V.—

CS for HB 1211—A bill to be entitled An act relating to child re-
straint requirements; amending s. 316.613, F.S.; revising requirements
for the use of a crash-tested, federally approved child restraint device
while transporting a child in a motor vehicle; providing an effective
date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.
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The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/CS/HB 1305, as amended, and requests the con-
currence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Infrastructure Strategies Committee, Infrastructure & Tourism
Appropriations Subcommittee, Transportation & Modals Subcommittee
and Representative(s) Abbott—

CS for CS for CS for HB 1305—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to the Department of Transportation; amending s. 206.46, F.S.; in-
creasing the maximum amount of debt service coverage that may be
transferred from the State Transportation Trust Fund to the Right-of-
Way Acquisition and Bridge Construction Trust Fund; amending s.
215.616, F.S., increasing the maximum term of state bonds for federal
aid highway construction; amending s. 288.9606, F.S.; authorizing
Florida Development Finance Corporation revenue bonds to finance
acquisition or construction of certain transportation facilities; amending
s. 311.101, F.S.; authorizing the department to provide up to 100 per-
cent of project costs for certain eligible projects in rural areas of op-
portunity; amending s. 316.0777, F.S.; defining the term "law enforce-
ment agency"; authorizing installation of an automated license plate
recognition system within the right-of-way of a road on the State
Highway System for a specified purpose; prohibiting use of such system
for certain purposes; requiring such installation to be in accordance
with placement and installation guidelines developed by the depart-
ment; requiring removal of such system within a specified timeframe
upon notification by the department; exempting the department from
liability for damages resulting from operation of such system; providing
for a maximum period of retention of certain records generated through
the use of such system; amending s. 330.27, F.S.; revising the definition
of the term "temporary airport"; amending s. 330.30, F.S.; requiring
certain documentation to be submitted to the Department of Trans-
portation for temporary airport site approval and temporary airport
registration; requiring a temporary airport to obtain registration before
operation of aircraft to or from the airport; prohibiting the department
from requiring that an applicant for airport site approval provide a
written memorandum of understanding or letter of agreement with
other airport sites except under specified circumstances; requiring the
department to publish certain notice of receipt of a temporary airport
registration application; specifying the period during which such ap-
plication may be approved or denied; requiring the department to issue
registration concurrent with site approval; providing that certain re-
gistrations are considered approved under specified conditions; requir-
ing written notice to the department's agency clerk before an applicant
takes action based on such default registration; removing a condition for
licensure or registration as a temporary airport; prohibiting approval of
subsequent registration applications under certain circumstances; re-
vising an exemption from certain provisions for an airport used for
aerial application or spraying of crops; amending s. 332.007, F.S.; au-
thorizing the department, subject to the availability of appropriated
funds, to fund up to 100 percent of eligible project costs of certain pro-
jects at specified publicly owned, publicly operated airports with no
scheduled commercial service; providing prioritization criteria; provid-
ing for allocation of any remaining funds; amending s. 334.044, F.S.;
authorizing the department to purchase certain promotional items;
authorizing the department to expend funds for certain training, test-
ing, and licensing; amending s. 337.025, F.S.; revising the annual cap
for contracts awarded for specified purposes; deleting the exemption
from such cap for low-bid design-build milling and resurfacing con-
tracts; amending s. 337.11, F.S.; revising the amount of construction
and maintenance contracts the department may enter into without
advertising and receiving competitive bids; revising requirements for
design-build contracts; authorizing the department to enter into phased
design-build contracts under certain circumstances; providing require-
ments for phased design-build contracts; requiring the department to
adopt rules for administering phased design-build contracts; amending
s. 339.175, F.S.; abolishing the Chairs Coordinating Committee; re-
quiring metropolitan planning organizations serving specified counties
to submit a certain feasibility report by a specified date, with certain
goals; amending s. 341.052, F.S.; requiring public transit block grant
program providers to establish plans consistent with certain long-range
transportation plans; amending s. 341.071, F.S.; revising requirements
for public transit provider reports and publication thereof; transferring
control of the Santa Rosa Bay Bridge Authority to the department;

transferring all remaining assets, rights, powers, and duties of the
authority to the department; authorizing the department to transfer all
or a portion of the bridge system to the turnpike system; repealing part
IV of ch. 348, F.S., relating to the creation and operation of the Santa
Rosa Bay Bridge Authority; reestablishing the Greater Miami Ex-
pressway Agency; amending s. 348.0301, F.S.; revising a short title;
repealing s. 348.0302, F.S., relating to applicability; amending s.
348.0303, F.S.; deleting the term "county"; revising the definition of the
term "expressway system"; defining the term "Miami-Dade County
Expressway Authority"; creating s. 348.03031, F.S.; providing legisla-
tive findings and intent; amending s. 348.0304, F.S.; revising the area
served by the agency to include specified portions of Monroe County;
revising requirements for membership of the agency's governing body;
revising requirements for initial appointments; amending s. 348.0306,
F.S.; authorizing, rather than requiring, the agency to construct ex-
pressways; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amend-
ing s. 348.0309, F.S.; conforming a provision to changes made by the act;
amending s. 348.0315, F.S.; revising the date by which, and the entities
to which, the agency must begin submitting certain annual reports re-
lating to tolls; amending s. 348.0318, F.S.; conforming a provision to
changes made by the act; amending s. 189.072, F.S.; providing appli-
cability; providing a directive to the Division of Law Revision; providing
an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/CS/HB 1343, as amended, and requests the con-
currence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Infrastructure Strategies Committee, Ways & Means Committee,
Agriculture, Conservation & Resiliency Subcommittee and Represen-
tative(s) Tuck, Truenow, Bankson, Chambliss, López, J., Mooney,
Roth—

CS for CS for CS for HB 1343—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to agricultural lands; amending s. 125.01, F.S.; prohibiting counties
from levying specified special assessments on lands classified as agri-
cultural; providing an exception; providing applicability; amending s.
163.3162, F.S.; authorizing construction or installation of housing for
seasonal agricultural employees on certain lands; providing require-
ments for such housing; exempting such housing from certain local
government approval; providing conditions under which such housing is
subject to specified zoning, land use, and permit provisions; amending s.
193.461, F.S.; prohibiting a county or municipality from requiring the
removal or relinquishment of an agricultural land classification for
certain lands; requiring landowners to provide a county or municipality
with certain written notice regarding such lands; providing an effective
date.

—was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 1383 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Commerce Committee, State Administration & Technology Ap-
propriations Subcommittee and Representative(s) Trabulsy, Mooney—

CS for CS for HB 1383—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
specialty contractors; amending s. 163.211, F.S.; revising the date on
which the local government licensing of certain occupations expires;
amending s. 489.113, F.S.; requiring the Construction Industry Licen-
sing Board to establish certified specialty contractor categories for vol-
untary licensure by a specified date; amending s. 489.117, F.S.; prohi-
biting local governments from imposing new licensing requirements for
certain specialty contractors; authorizing a county that includes an area
designated as an area of critical state concern to offer a license for
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certain job scopes; authorizing certain local governments to continue to
offer a license for certain job scopes; prohibiting a local government from
requiring a license as a prerequisite to submit a bid for public works
projects under certain conditions; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 1387, as amended, and requests the concurrence
of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee, Healthcare Regulation
Subcommittee and Representative(s) Porras, Garcia, Plasencia—

CS for CS for HB 1387—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
Department of Health; creating s. 381.875, F.S.; defining terms; pro-
hibiting certain research in this state relating to enhanced potential
pandemic pathogens; requiring researchers applying for state or local
funding to disclose certain information; requiring the Department of
Health to enjoin violations of specified provisions; providing construc-
tion; amending s. 381.986, F.S.; defining the term "attractive to chil-
dren"; prohibiting medical marijuana treatment centers from producing
marijuana products that are attractive to children or manufactured in
specified manners; prohibiting marijuana packaging and labeling from
including specified wording; prohibiting medical marijuana treatment
centers from using certain content in their advertising which is at-
tractive to children or promotes the recreational use of marijuana; re-
vising background screening requirements for certain individuals;
amending s. 381.988, F.S.; requiring medical marijuana testing la-
boratories to subject their employees to background screenings; revising
background screening requirements for certain individuals; amending
s. 382.005, F.S.; requiring local registrars to electronically file all live
birth, death, and fetal death records in their respective jurisdictions in
the department's electronic registration system; requiring the local re-
gistrars to file a paper record with the department if the electronic
system is unavailable; requiring local registrars to make blank paper
forms available in such instances; providing requirements for such
paper records; amending s. 382.008, F.S.; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending s. 382.009, F.S.; revising the types
of health care practitioners who may make certain determinations of
death; amending ss. 382.013 and 382.015, F.S.; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending ss. 382.021 and 382.023, F.S.; re-
vising the reporting requirements and the frequency with which circuit
courts must transmit marriage licenses and certain dissolution-of-
marriage records to the department; requiring that such records be
transmitted electronically; amending s. 382.025, F.S.; extending the
timeframe for the confidentiality of certain birth records; authorizing
persons appointed by the department to issue certified copies of live
birth, death, and fetal death certificates; amending s. 401.27, F.S.; re-
vising requirements for applicants for certification or recertification as
emergency medical technicians or paramedics; deleting a requirement
that a certain certification examination be offered monthly; deleting
related duties of the department; deleting a temporary certificate and
related provisions; amending s. 401.2701, F.S.; exempting certain
emergency medical services training program applicants from the re-
quirement to have a certain affiliation agreement; amending s. 401.272,
F.S.; revising the purpose of certain provisions; specifying requirements
for the provision of specified services by paramedics and emergency
medical technicians under certain circumstances; revising the de-
partment's rulemaking authority; amending s. 401.34, F.S.; deleting
certain provisions and fees related to the department's grading of a
certain certification examination; amending s. 401.435, F.S.; revising
provisions related to minimum standards for emergency medical re-
sponder training; amending s. 464.203, F.S.; exempting certain appli-
cants for certification as a certified nursing assistant from the skills-
demonstration portion of a certain competency examination; amending
ss. 468.1225 and 468.1245, F.S.; revising the scope of practice for
audiologists, as it relates to hearing aids to apply to prescription
hearing aids only; amending s. 468.1246, F.S.; conforming provisions to

changes made by the act; deleting obsolete language; amending ss.
468.1255, 468.1265, and 468.1275, F.S.; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending s. 484.0401, F.S.; revising legisla-
tive findings and intent to conform to changes made by the act; re-
ordering and amending s. 484.041, F.S.; providing and revising defini-
tions; amending s. 484.042, F.S.; revising membership requirements for
members of the Board of Hearing Aid Specialists; amending s. 484.044,
F.S.; revising the board's rulemaking authority; deleting obsolete lan-
guage; amending ss. 484.0445, 484.045, 484.0501, and 484.051, F.S.;
revising the scope of practice for hearing aid specialists and making
conforming changes to licensure and practice requirements; amending
s. 484.0512, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
deleting obsolete language; amending ss. 484.0513, 484.053, and
484.054, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act;
amending s. 484.059, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by
the act; providing applicability; providing a directive to the Division of
Law Revision; providing effective dates.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 1405 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Infrastructure Strategies Committee, Water Quality, Supply &
Treatment Subcommittee and Representative(s) Tuck—

CS for CS for HB 1405—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
biosolids; creating s. 403.0674, F.S.; establishing a biosolids grant pro-
gram within the Department of Environmental Protection; authorizing
the department, subject to legislative appropriation, to provide grants
to counties, special districts, and municipalities for certain wastewater
conversion projects; providing eligibility, prioritization, and funding
requirements; authorizing the department to waive the funding match
requirement for specified projects; requiring the department to develop
specified annual reporting requirements for counties, special districts,
and municipalities awarded such grants; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/HB 1517, as amended, and requests the concurrence
of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee, Children, Families & Se-
niors Subcommittee and Representative(s) Plakon, Lopez, V., Tant—

CS for CS for HB 1517—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
Agency for Persons with Disabilities; creating a workgroup to provide a
continuum of guidance and information for individuals with develop-
mental disabilities and their families; specifying workgroup partici-
pants and duties; requiring the workgroup to submit certain reports to
the Governor and Legislature by specified dates; amending s. 393.063,
F.S.; revising and defining terms; amending s. 393.065, F.S.; requiring
the Agency for Persons with Disabilities to make certain eligibility de-
terminations within specified timeframes; providing eligibility re-
quirements for applicants; requiring the agency to authorize admission
to an intermediate care facility for certain individuals; removing a
provision requiring the agency to perform specified assessments to de-
termine level of need and medical necessity for intermediate care fa-
cilities; providing requirements for the developmental disabilities home
and community-based services Medicaid waiver program; amending s.
393.0651, F.S.; revising the timeframe within which a family or an in-
dividual support plan must be developed; amending s. 393.0655, F.S.;
revising background screening requirements for certain direct service
providers; amending s. 393.067, F.S.; requiring the licensure of adult
day training programs; conforming related application and licensure
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provisions to changes made by the act; providing for comprehensive
emergency management plans of adult day training programs; provid-
ing for inspections of adult day training programs; requiring adult day
training programs to adhere to specified rights; prohibiting the agency,
beginning on a specified date, from authorizing funds or services to an
unlicensed adult day training program; conforming provisions to
changes made by the act; amending s. 393.0673, F.S.; revising provi-
sions related to disciplinary action against certain licensees to include
licensed adult day training programs; providing that for purposes of
disciplinary action for certain violations, a licensee is ultimately re-
sponsible for the care and supervision of clients in its facility or parti-
cipants of the program; providing construction; revising grounds for
denial of a licensure application; defining the term "good moral char-
acter"; authorizing the agency to immediately suspend or revoke the
license of adult day training programs under certain circumstances;
authorizing the agency to impose an immediate moratorium on service
authorizations to licensed facilities and adult day training programs
under certain circumstances; amending s. 393.0678, F.S.; conforming
provisions to changes made by the act; making a technical revision;
amending s. 393.135, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by
the act; repealing s. 393.18, F.S., relating to comprehensive transitional
education programs; amending s. 394.875, F.S.; conforming a provision
to changes made by the act; amending ss. 383.141, 400.063, and
1002.394, F.S.; conforming cross-references; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Fiscal Policy.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed HB 1543 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Payne, Sirois, Abbott, Andrade, Barnaby, Black,
Brackett, Brannan, Esposito, Fine, Gregory, Holcomb, Jacques, Leek,
Massullo, Plakon, Roach, Rommel, Roth, Rudman, Salzman, Yarkos-
ky—

HB 1543—A bill to be entitled An act relating to minimum age for
firearm purchase or transfer; amending s. 790.065, F.S.; reducing the
minimum age at which a person may purchase a firearm and the age of
purchasers to which specified licensees are prohibited from selling or
transferring a firearm; repealing an exception; providing an effective
date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/CS/CS/HB 1595 and requests the concurrence of the
Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee, Judiciary Committee, Local Adminis-
tration, Federal Affairs & Special Districts Subcommittee and Repre-
sentative(s) Yarkosky, Fernandez-Barquin, Garcia, Porras—

CS for CS for CS for HB 1595—A bill to be entitled An act relating
to law enforcement operations; amending s. 30.15, F.S.; revising the
powers, duties, and obligations of a sheriff; creating s. 125.01015, F.S.;
requiring that there be an elected sheriff in each county; requiring the
board of county commissioners of any such county to ensure the suc-
cessful transfer of the exclusive policing responsibility and authority to
the sheriff; providing requirements for the board of county commis-
sioners to ensure such transfer; providing requirements for the sheriff-
elect after the election is certified but before he or she takes office;
requiring the sheriff to take receipt or possession of certain documents,
property, and other items when he or she takes office; requiring the
sheriff to provide contracted police services for certain municipalities for
a specified timeframe; providing construction; providing severability;
amending s. 166.241, F.S.; authorizing certain persons to file a petition

with the Division of Administrative Hearings, rather than an appeal by
petition to the Administration Commission, if the tentative budget of a
municipality contains a certain reduction; providing requirements for
such petition and petitioner; requiring the governing body of the mu-
nicipality to file an answer with the division and serve a copy of such
answer on the petitioner within a certain timeframe; requiring the di-
vision to assign an administrative law judge to conduct a hearing on
such petition within a certain timeframe; providing procedures for such
hearings; requiring the administrative law judge to make a specified
determination and issue a final order within a certain timeframe; pro-
viding requirements for making such determination; providing that
such final order is appealable; providing requirements for such appeal;
conforming cross references; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

RETURNING MESSAGES — FINAL ACTION

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed SB 2.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed SB 4.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed SB 6.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed SB 8.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed SB 10.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/SB 12.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.
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The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/SB 16.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed SB 62.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed SB 1396.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

The Honorable Kathleen Passidomo, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
has passed CS/SB 7050.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

The bill contained in the foregoing message was ordered enrolled.

CORRECTION AND APPROVAL OF JOURNAL

The Journal of April 27 was corrected and approved.

CO-INTRODUCERS

Senators Pizzo—CS for CS for SB 1292; Yarborough—CS for CS for
SB 902

ADJOURNMENT

On motion by Senator Mayfield, the Senate adjourned at 4:13 p.m. for
the purpose of holding committee meetings and conducting other Senate
business to reconvene at 10:00 a.m., Monday, May 1 or upon call of the
President.
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